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ABSTRACT




University of New Hampshire, May, 2021
The objective of this work is to conduct physical experiments to validate and optimize a
steady state moving boundary model of a vapor compression refrigeration cycle (VCRC). The
experimental facility includes a controlled heat source and a VCRC system for heat rejection.
Pressure, temperature, and flow measurements of the VCRC are acquired at specific points
in the flow loop from which thermodynamic cycles are created and cycle integrated variables
are computed.
Nine sets of experiments were conducted to train the steady state moving boundary
model with respect to empirical formulations for the volumetric, isentropic, and combined
efficiencies of the compressor. Next, experiments were conducted at different conditions
relative to the training data, and the measured thermodynamic cycles and cycle integrated
variables were compared to the steady state moving boundary model for validation purposes.
Lastly, the now validated model was used to investigate methods to optimize the VCRC. The
optimization metric used was the coefficient of system performance (COSP), where COSP
is the ratio of heat transfer rate of the evaporator to the power input of the compressor and
xv
heat exchanger fans.
The study found that up to 65% COSP improvement could be achieved for the contin-
uously running range of the compressor by optimizing the system’s compressor RPM and
heat exchanger fan RPM. In addition, the continuously running range of the VCRC was
significantly extended. The findings suggest that VCRCs can be controlled exclusively by




This chapter briefly describes the vapor compression refrigeration cycle (VCRC) and outlines
the motivation and objectives of this project. Subsequent chapters explain the techniques
used to model the thermal system, the experimental validation of the model, the optimization
of the model, and lastly conclusions and possible further investigations.
1.1 Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle
VCRCs are the most widely used thermal system for the purpose of heat rejection and re-
frigeration [1, 2]. The objective of the VCRC is to absorb heat from a cool control volume
and reject it to a hot ambient surrounding. In their simplest form VCRCs may be described
by the four thermodynamic processes which the working fluid undergoes during ideal con-
ditions: isentropic compression, isobaric condensation, isenthalpic expansion, and isobaric
evaporation. Figure 1.1 below illustrates these processes in the form of T-s and P-h diagrams.
The phase change processes are where the heat is absorbed by means of the evaporator
and rejected by means of the condenser. The condensation and evaporation processes are
desirable for heat transfer due to an essentially infinite specific heat of the fluid when changing
phase. The expansion and compression processes are where work occurs on the refrigerant
and can be viewed as flow rate operations, regulating the transfer from the low isobar to the
high isobar and vice versa.
1
Figure 1.1: T-s and P-h Diagrams of an Ideal Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle
Starting from the first law of thermodynamics, assuming the system has reached steady
state, and taking a control volume approach, the system is described by the following set of
energy balance equations:
Q̇H = ṁ(h2 − h5), (1.1)
Q̇L = ṁ(h1 − h6), (1.2)
0 = h5 − h6, (1.3)





Equation (1.1) represents the heat rejected to the ambient by the condenser, equation
(1.2) represents the heat absorbed from the control volume by the evaporator, equation
(1.3) represents the isenthalpic expansion, and equation (1.4) represents the work done by
the system on the fluid. In the context of the VCRC, the operative variable is QL as it
represents the system objective which is the heat removal from the control volume. The key
relationship of the system performance is (1.5) which is the ratio of the heat absorption to
2
the work done to the fluid.
1.2 Motivation and Objectives
VCRCs are used in a variety of industries for the cooling of artificial and biological substances.
Applications of VCRCs include the cooling of homes, the refrigeration of foods, and the
removal of heat from dense electronics. Due to the widespread use of vapor compression
cycles in developed countries, and in turn the large amounts of energy they consume, the
incentive to improve the performance of these systems is self-evident. In the U.S. alone
refrigeration and space cooling, which are predominately VCRCs, accounted for an estimated
19.1% of all commercial energy consumed in 2019 [3].
The design point for most VCRCs is the maximum cooling load required of the system [1].
However, VCRCs often operate far away from this design point, leading to inefficiencies due
to an over designed system [4]. These inefficiencies are further compounded by the use of
fixed speed compressors and fans which are unable to adjust to different cooling loads, and
thus must be cycled on and off to maintain the desired temperature. The cycling of com-
pressors not only increases the energy costs due to the large start up energy required by
their motors, but also severely degrades the temperature control. Figure 1.2 demonstrates
the superior temperature regulation of the control volume with a continuously running com-
pressor. From the time series it is shown that the temperature fluctuates significantly less
for the continuously running VCRC and this is confirmed by the comparison of the moving
standard deviation.
The introduction of variable speed compressors and fans to VCRCs has long been in
place, but the full performance potential of these actuating devices has not been realized
due to the complicated and interdependent nature of the VCRC processes. In recent years
publications concerning VCRC energy optimization have investigated the key variables in
improving the performance of VCRCs [2, 5–7]. Both Hanafi et al. [2] and Angermeier et
al. [7] demonstrate the performance improvement potential of adjusting the heat exchanger
3
Figure 1.2: Comparison of Control Volume Temperature for a Continuously Running Com-
pressor and a Compressor Cycling On and Off
fan RPM. In Hanafi et al. [2] it is shown that reduced cooling time and energy costs can
be achieved by optimizing the evaporator fan. Similarly, Angermeier et al. [7] showed that
performance improvements are possible by optimizing the condenser fan speed. In their pa-
per Angermeier et al. propose a set-point optimization strategy for condenser fan RPM and
illustrate the parabolic performance curve of increasing the condenser fan speed for a set
point. Larsen [5] employed a set point optimization for a commercial sized VCRC with opti-
mal set points for the condenser fan, evaporator fan, and compressor speed being identified
for reduced energy costs. In the set point optimization Larsen argues that minimizing the
superheat temperature, while balancing the work required by the fans and compressor for
a given heat rejection capacity will optimize the energy requirements of the system. Jensen
et al. [6] identified the compressor power, the choke valve, the refrigerant charge, and the
overall heat transfer coefficient of the two heat exchangers as the five degrees of freedom for
a VCRC. Varying these degrees of freedom modulate both the cooling capacity of the system
and the levels of evaporator superheating and condenser subcooling. Namely, the study of
Jensen et al. shows for a given cooling capacity that little to no superheating with some
4
Figure 1.3: Schematic of a Moving Boundary Model for a Vapor Compression Refrigeration
Cycle
subcooling is required to achieve optimal COP.
Previous work on the modeling of VCRCs by Dubicki [8] introduced optimization tech-
niques to a moving boundary model of vapor compression cycles. The schematic of this
model is shown in figure 1.3 with numeric annotations corresponding to the points on figure
1.1. (Note that points 6 and 7 are coincident on figure 1.1 due to no liquid phase during
evaporation.) The results from Dubicki yielded a functioning VCRC model which showed
an inverse relationship between coefficient of performance (COP) and the systems superheat
temperature (TSH).
From the studies discussed above it is known that the superheat and subcooling temper-
atures are key optimization variables. These two processes are illustrated in figure 1.1 and
1.3 with the superheating shown between points 8 and 1, and subcooling between points 4
and 5. The previously discussed studies show that the levels of superheating and subcooling
5
can be varied by the compressor RPM and heat exchanger fan RPM. The motivation of this
thesis is to exploit the relationship of the superheat and subcool with the VCRC performance
to reduce overall energy costs of the system.
The objective of this thesis is to build on the work done by Dubicki [8] with two pri-
mary aims: first to experimentally validate the steady state model to show its viability and
second, to optimize system performance using the validated model by means of varying the
compressor RPM and heat exchanger fan RPM.
6
CHAPTER 2
DESCRIPTION OF THE VCRC MODEL
The model used in this thesis to predict the performance of the experimental VCRC is
largely based on the work described by Dubicki [8], with added considerations for real world
efficiencies. In this section the model is briefly described.
2.1 Moving Boundary Model
As previously discussed the VCRC can be most easily understood by the four thermodynamic
processes the working fluid undergoes. Stripping the VCRC of any superfluous components,
the four thermodynamic processes can be described physically by the devices in which they
occur: the compressor, the condenser, the expansion device, and the evaporator.
These four components have been studied and modeled extensively over the years. In
this thesis the heat exchanger type of primary interest is the compact cross-flow fin-tube
heat exchanger. For this type of heat exchanger, many studies of the air-side heat transfer
coefficients [9–12], fouling effects [12, 13], and fin efficiencies [12] of different geometries and
with different working fluids, have been carried out. Similarly, mass flow rate and mechanical
efficiency models of numerous compressors have been created with Jeung and Wang [14]
providing a succinct summary and comparison of empirical and non-empirical mass flow
rate models. Finally, Behfar and Yuill [15] present a good review and evaluation of some
expansion valve mass flow rates models while Rasti and Jeong [16, 17] provide an incisive
summary of previous straight and helical mass flow rate correlations for capillary tubes, and
present their own generalized continuous correlation.
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In recent years reduced order models for VCRC have been developed by combining pre-
vious models of the four major components in a refrigeration cycle, see Leduqc et al. [18]
and J. M. Belman et al. [19]. These models use a moving boundary method which breaks
the heat exchangers into three distinct regions based on the phase of the refrigerant: liq-
uid, vapor, and a saturated two-phase mixture. This is done by applying a control volume
approach to the one-dimensional conservation of mass and energy equations in a constant
diameter cylindrical tube. Assuming negligible pressure drop across the heat exchanger and















+ UA(T − Ta) = 0. (2.2)
Dubicki [8] and Belman et al. [19] assume steady state conditions and as a result, the
energy equation becomes a discrete ordinary differential equation, and the conservation of
mass is simply a balance between the inlet and outlet mass flow rates. After nondimension-
alizing the heat exchanger length Z in the energy equation such that z = Z
L
and z ∈ [0, 1]
the equations reduce to:




= UA(T − Ta). (2.4)
This ordinary differential equation can be solved in each region to create three coupled
algebraic equations that are sequentially solvable for each heat exchanger. This is done by
computing the mean overall heat transfer coefficient (UA) for each region and by applying
8
dh = CpdT for single phase flow and dh = dz for two phase flow. The enthalpic relationships
are applied judiciously here since pressure is presumed constant along the length of the heat












) = −(UA)f (zj+1 − zj)f . (2.7)
Where equation (2.5) represents the energy balance for the gas region, or points 8-1 and 2-3
on figures 1.1 and 1.3, equation (2.6) represents the energy balance for the two-phase region,
or points 7-8 and 3-4 on figures 1.1 and 1.3 and equation (2.7) represents the energy balance
for the fluid region, or points 6-7 and 3-4 on figures 1.1 and 1.3.
To create a closed system between the two heat exchangers, the system’s mass flow rates
must be computed and a cycle must be formed. The mass flow rate of the system may be
computed in the compressor and expansion valve components. Starting at point 1 in figure
1.3 and assuming the outlet state of the previous component is the inlet state of the following
component a cycle may be created in a counterclockwise direction. From equation (2.3) it
can be seen that the mass flow rate at any given point throughout the heat exchangers will
be constant and based on the inlet outlet assumption, the mass flow rate will be constant
throughout the entire system. This yields a mass flow rate balance between the compression
and expansion devices:
ṁComp = ṁExp. (2.8)
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2.2 Mass Flow Rate
2.2.1 Compressor
Building upon the work of Dubicki [8] and Leduqc et al. [18] a physical model of a rotary





Here, Ncompr is the rotations per minute of the compressor, ρs is the suction line density, Vdisp
is the displacement volume given by the manufacturer, and ηvol is the empirically determined
volumetric efficiency of the compressor.
2.2.2 Expansion Device
The expansion device modeled for this thesis is a capillary tube as opposed to a thermostatic
expansion valve as used in the Dubicki [8] model. The ASHRAE correlation [20] below was







































Table 2.1: Nondimensional Parameters used in Equation (2.10)
Motivated by the findings of Jensen et al. [6] and the results from the training data in
chapter 3 only solutions with subcooling were considered.
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2.3 Overall Heat Transfer Coefficients












Where αA is the convective heat transfer and surface area of the refrigerant-side or air-side,
Rfoul is the fouling resistance, Rw is the conductive thermal resistance of the tube wall and
ηfin is the fin efficiency of the finned tubes. In this study the fouling resistance was assumed







2.3.1 Air-Side Heat Transfer
The mean air-side heat transfer convection coefficient and pressure drop were computed
iteratively using the Coburn and friction factor correlations created by Wang et al. [9],
the fan/blower V̇ -Pstatic performance curves, and equations (2.15) and (2.16). The density
variation of air across the condenser was assumed negligible. Equations (2.13) and (2.14)





































































The outside surface area was computed using equation (2.17) [12]:
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A = Afins + Ap, (2.17)
where:
Ap = πdo(L1 − δ
1
pfin















































2.3.2 Refrigerant-Side Heat Transfer
The mean single phase convection heat transfer coefficient for the condenser and evaporator
was computed with the Dittus and Boetler correlation [12] for the Nusselt number given by
equation (2.22), where equation (2.23) gives the definition of Nu:
13





where c = 0.3 for the condenser and c = 0.4 for the evaporator.
The mean two phase heat transfer coefficient for condensation and evaporation was com-
puted using Shah’s condensation correlation in pipes [21] and Shah’s boiling correlation [22].
These are provided below in equation (2.24) and equation (2.25):
α = αf (0.55 + 2.09/P
0.38
ref ), (2.24)
α = max(55.1Q0.67P 0.12ref (− log(Pref ))−0.55M−0.55, αfψ, αfψo), (2.25)





ψo = max(1, 443Bo
0.65, 31Bo0.33).
The refrigerant-side surface area was computed using equation (2.26) [12]:
A = πdintubesL1. (2.26)
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2.3.3 Heat Exchanger Effectiveness
Due to the fact that greater than 80% of heat transfer occurred when the refrigerant was a
two-phase mixture the ϵ−NTU formula for heat exchangers with C∗ ≈ 0 (2.27) was used:
ϵ = 1− exp(−NTU), (2.27)
UA = ϵUA, (2.28)
where: NTU = Cpaṁ
UA
.
2.4 Solving the VCRC Model
A schematic of the serial solver for the VCRC is shown in figure 2.1. Provided the refrig-
erant, the required control volume heat transfer (Q̇CV ), the condensing pressure (Pc), the
evaporating pressure (Pe), the level of superheat (TSH), and the RPM of the compressor
(Ncompr), condenser fan (Nfan), and evaporator blower (Nblower), the system is sequentially
solvable. The thermodynamic values of the refrigerant were computed with the equations of
state using the opensource software CoolProp [23]. z is the nondimensional heat exchanger
length for which z ∈ [0, 1] for each heat exchanger. Since two heat exchangers are used and
the condenser arbitrarily comes before the evaporator in the serial solver, z ∈ [0, 1] in the
condenser and z ∈ [1, 2] in the evaporator.
Starting at point 1 the initial thermodynamic state of the system is determined using
the condensing pressure and level of superheat where:
15




T1 = Tsat(Pc) + TSH ,
s1 = s(P1, T1),
h1 = h(P1, T1),
z1 = 0.






At point 2 the pressure switches to the condensing pressure. Accounting for losses during
compression, the enthalpy is determined using the empirically derived isentropic efficiency
(ηis) and the thermodynamic properties are given by:
Point 2:
P2 = Pc,




T2 = T (P2, h2),
s2 = s(P2, h2),
z2 = 0.
At point 3 the refrigerant is a saturated gas and the overall heat transfer coefficient for the
condenser and the ambient temperature are used for UA and Ta. The percentage of the heat





h3 = h(P3, T3),
s3 = s(P3, T3),













h4 = h(P4, T4),
s4 = s(P4, T4),




From point 4-5 the refrigerant is a saturated liquid and equation (2.7) is used to determine




T5 = Tamb + (T4 − Tamb) exp(
(−UA)f (z5 − z4)
ṁComp.Cpf
),
s5 = s(P5, T5),
h5 = h(P5, T5).
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s4 = s(P4, T4),
z4 = 1,
h4 = h3 −
(UA)TP
ṁComp.








Having computed point 5 the mass flow rate of the capillary tube is computed using equation
(2.9):
ṁexp = f(P5, T5).
19
Assuming isenthalpic expansion, the inlet state of the evaporator is determined. In most
cases the refrigerant will be a two-phase mixture and points 6 and 7 will coincide, but in





T6 = T (P6, h6),
s6 = s(P6, h6).
The process for determining points 7-9 are the reverse of points 3-5 with ṁexp used for the
mass flow rate, TCV used for Ta, and the overall heat transfer coefficient of the evaporator
for UA. The heat transfer of the evaporator and condenser are calculated using equations
(1.2) and (1.1), while the work of the compressor is computed with (2.29) where ηcomb is the






For the sequential solver to create a functioning steady state cycle the following must
be true h1 = h9, ṁcomp = ṁexp and Q̇L = Q̇CV . Nondimensionalizing these three equalities,
and holding the control volume heat transfer and the RPM of the compressor, condenser
fan, and evaporator blower constant we can form the following objective function with the
theoretical minimum of zero:
20
f(Pc, Pe, TSH) =




Having defined the objective function, the enthalpy, mass flow rate, and heat transfer
residuals can be minimized. Due to physical constraints and the nonlinear nature of the ob-
jective function a constrained optimization [24] is necessary. The minimization is performed
using the SciPy [25] python package’s constrained trust region algorithm [26] which employs




f(Pc, Pe, TSH), (2.31)
s.t. Psat(Tamb) < Pc < Pcrit, (2.32)
Pmin < Pe < Psat(TCV ), (2.33)
0 < TSH < TCV − Tsat(Pe), (2.34)
where Pmin is dictated by the thermodynamic software CoolProp at 300 kPa.
Because the convexity of the objective function cannot be guaranteed, a series of linearly
spaced initial points in the feasible region are minimized. The minimum of these optimized
points is then taken as the solution to the cycle.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE VCRC MODEL
3.1 Experimental Validation System
To validate the model a Chigo wc1-06e-01 window air conditioner was disassembled and
its compressor, heat exchangers, evaporator blower and capillary tube were used to create
an experimental VCRC test rig. The experimental VCRC test rig was used for another
unrelated project which dictated the control volume size and the shape of the control volume.
An HT-900c fan was used as the condenser fan and a YDK-52B-4D motor was used for the
evaporator blower. Both fans were fixed at constant RPMs of 2000 and 1700 respectively.
To manipulate the heat load on the system a 1500 W cylindrical bend-and-stay duct heater
was placed in the center of the control volume and its power was regulated with a rheostat.
A photo of the experimental setup is shown in figure 3.1 and a schematic in figure 3.2. The
dimensions and specifications of the VCRC components can be found in Appendix B.
3.2 Measurement Equipment
The temperature and pressure of the refrigerant was measured using four j-type thermocou-
ples and four pressure transducers at four stations in the VCRC flow loop which correspond
to points one, two, five and six in figure 1.3. The power consumed by the compressor
and heating element were measured using a R5090 power meter and a P4400 power meter
respectively, and the flow rate refrigerant was measured with an ultrasonic DFX Badger
flowmeter. The ambient temperature was measured with a TH-10-44006-50 thermistor, the
ambient pressure with a Meriam M2 barometer, and the control volume temperature was
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Figure 3.1: Experimental Setup of VCRC used for Validation
measured using the j-type thermocouple rake shown in figure 3.3.The measurement equip-
ment used to evaluate the VCRC system is listed in table 3.1 along with their measurement
uncertainties.
Over the course of experimentation there were difficulties in acquiring accurate tem-
perature measurements using surface mounted thermocouples due to the large temperature
gradient between the refrigerant and ambient. Insulation and immersion thermocouples in
conjunction with Schrader valves were used in an attempt to improve the temperature mea-
surements with limited success. Ultimately the most accurate temperature measurements
J-type 1/8 NPT P4400 R5090 DFX Badger TH-10- Meriam
Thermocouples Pressure Power Power Flow 44006-50 M2 Series
Transducers Meter Meter Meter Thermistor Barometer
±0.5o C ±2 kPa ±2% ±1% ±2% ±0.2o C ±0.02kPa
Table 3.1: Measurement Equipment Uncertainties
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of Experimental Setup used for Validation
were obtained by following the work of Thorpe et al. [27] by combining the use of thermal
paste, insulation, and applying a 2% correction factor to the surface temperature measure-
ments.
3.3 Training Data
A series of nine experiments were conducted to derive the empirically determined volumetric,
isentropic, and combined efficiencies of the compressor. The nine experiments consisted of
three tests at three different heating element powers, ranging from 600 W to 1000 W in
increments of 200 W and a constant ambient temperature of 6o ± 0.5o C. Once steady state
was reached by the system, ten-minute averages of the temperatures, pressures, mass flow
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Figure 3.3: Thermocouple Rake used to Measure the Control Volume Temperature
rate, heating element power, and compressor power were computed. The temperature and
pressure measurements were sampled at 1 Hz.
Figure 3.4: Volumetric and Combined Efficiency Correlations
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Figure 3.4 shows the resulting correlation for the volumetric and combined efficiencies.
The volumetric efficiency was correlated to the condenser pressure and the combined ef-
ficiency was correlated to the evaporator pressure. The combination of these correlations
produces a desirable result as it is well documented in the literature that compressor per-
formance is related to the compression ratio [18, 28]. The isentropic efficiency showed little
change over the course of the nine tests and as a result a mean value for the isentropic








and Point 2 in section 2.4 gives the relationship of ηis to enthalpy. To create the correlations,
the compressor RPM was estimated at 2000 RPM which is typical of compressors of this
capacity. In the context of this study, the accuracy of the compressor RPM is not important
in so much that the RPM is merely a means of modulating the compressor mass flow rate and
the correlation for volumetric efficiency will compensate for any errors in the RPM estimate.
It was determined from these tests that the condenser fan was undersized relative to
the heat exchanger, and as a result the effective width and height of the condenser for the
purpose of determining the heat transfer coefficients was reduced to the diameter of the
condenser fan blades. After reducing the condenser size the heat exchanger effectiveness was
computed using equation 2.27 and the results for each heat exchanger are listed in table 3.2.
Condenser Evaporator
0.4 0.51
Table 3.2: Condenser and Evaporator Effectiveness (ϵ)
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3.4 Results
The compressor efficiencies were updated in the model and a series of 21 experiments were
conducted in the same manner as the experiments used to acquire the training data. The
experiments consisted of three tests for seven different heating element powers ranging from
400 - 1000 W in increments of 100 W. The experiments had a constant ambient temperature
of 5o ± 1o C and a comparison of the model and experimental results are shown in figures
3.5 to 3.10.
Figure 3.5: Comparison of Experimental and Model Pressures
Figure 3.5 shows the pressure errors for the condenser and evaporator. The plot shows
that the pressures are overestimated at the lower end of the pressure range and underesti-
mated at the upper end of the pressure range. The pressure error at the upper end of the
range may be due to an overestimate of the heat exchanger overall heat transfer coefficient.
The overestimate of the heat transfer coefficient leads to overestimates of subcooling and
underestimates of the temperature at point 5 in the loop. The lower than expected temper-
ature at the outlet of the condenser both pushes the mass flow rate of the expansion device
down and increases the heat transfer of the evaporator. To compensate for the mass flow
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of Experimental and Model Temperatures
rate and heat transfer deficits the residual optimization decreases the evaporating pressure
and condensing pressures to match the compressor mass flow rate and control volume heat
transfer. These effects are reversed for the lower end of the pressure range.
The pressure errors can be seen to manifest in the temperature errors in figure 3.6 with
overestimates of condensing temperature at the lower bound due to overestimates of con-
densing pressure. The rationale for the error in the evaporating pressures can be used to
explain the error in the temperatures. Interestingly, the condensing temperatures at the up-
per end of the range are predicted accurately even though the pressures are underestimated.
This is most likely due to non-zero superheat levels in the model’s prediction which push
the temperature up at point 2 in the model.
Figure 3.7 shows that the mass flow rate is underpredicted at the upper and lower ends
of the range. The under prediction at the upper end of the range is likely due to the mass
flow rate and heat transfer residuals as previously discussed. The error at the lower end of
the range may be due to the enthalpy residuals. When the overall heat transfer coefficient is
underestimated it reduces the length of the heat exchangers (z) traversed by the refrigerant
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during condensation and boiling. This leads to partial evaporation from points 7-8 which is
compensated for in the optimization by reducing the mass flowrate. This causes increases
in the heat transfer deficit and leads to increases in the objective function minimum. These
can be seen in in figure 3.10.
Figure 3.7: Comparison of Experimental and Model Mass Flow Rate and Compressor Work
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of Experimental and Model Heat Exchanger Heat Transfer
Figure 3.9: Comparison of Experimental and Model COP and COSP
The errors in the thermodynamic and flow rate variables propagate to the errors in the
cycle integrated variables as is shown in figures 3.7 and 3.8. Since this study is concerned
with the overall work of the system in addition to the COP, a comparison of the coefficient
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Figure 3.10: Plot of the Two Norm of Optimization Residuals (Objective Function) vs Heat
Element Power.
of system performance (COSP) is given in figure 3.9 where COSP is defined by equation 3.2:
COSP =
Q̇L
Ẇcompr + Ẇfan + Ẇblower
. (3.2)
The values for COP and COSP are consistent with what we would expect for air conditioning
VCRCs, which typically fall between 1 and 4. [29] The COP values may be low compared
with listed COPs for window ACs due to the modifications to the system.
The results of the validation show reasonable agreement with 90% of the data within the
±10% or ±5o C range. The data was validated for an ambient temperature of 5o ± 1o C, a
control volume temperature from −0.3o C to 22.13o C, and evaporator heat loads of 522 W
to 660 W. The main source of error in the model is likely the prediction of the mean overall
heat transfer coefficients. The model overestimates the change in heat transfer coefficient
from test to test which leads to over efficient heat exchangers at the upper heating element
powers and under efficient heat exchangers at the lower heating element powers.
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CHAPTER 4
COSP OPTIMIZATION OF THE VCRC MODEL
4.1 Formulation of Optimization
Having validated the VCRC model, the optimization of the VCRC performance can be
explored. As previously discussed, the levels of superheating and subcooling are key variables
in the optimization of VCRC performance, and these variables may be controlled by means
of the compressor speed, condenser fan speed, and evaporator blower speed. Mimicking the
abilities of variable frequency drives by allowing the RPM of the three devices to vary and
using equation 3.2, the objective function of the COSP optimization is defined as 4.1:
f(Pc, Pe, TSH , NcomprNfan, Nblower) = −
Q̇L
Ẇcompr + Ẇfan + Ẇblower
. (4.1)
The bounds of the Pc, Pe and Tsh remain unchanged from the residual optimization in



















The lower bounds of the heat exchanger fans are dictated by the speed at which they
will stall; the stall speed was found to be 520 RPM for the condenser fan and 300 RPM for
the evaporator fan. The upper bounds of the fans were dictated by the maximum RPM of
their respective motors, which was 2000 RPM for the condenser fan and 1700 rpm for the
evaporator blower. The bounds of the compressor are arbitrarily set to 1500 < Ncompr <
2000. This allows the compressor to diminish its capacity but leaves the maximum capacity
unchanged. The final constraint of the optimization is the objective function of the VCRC
residual optimization from chapter 2. This function is restricted to 1% to ensure the solution
is a cycle but not overly restrictive as to prevent optimization. This gives the following
minimization problem subject to seven constraints:
min
Pc,Pe,TSH ,NcomprNfan,Nblower
f(Pc, Pe, TSH , NcomprNfan, Nblower), (4.5)
s.t. Psat(Tamb) < Pc < Pcrit, (4.6)
Pmin < Pe < Psat(TCV ), (4.7)
0 < TSH < TCV − Tsat(Pe), (4.8)
1500 < Ncompr < 2000, (4.9)
520 < Nfan < 2000, (4.10)





4.2 Control Data and Initial Points
The validated VCRC model was used to create a data set for optimization. The data set
had the dual purpose of serving as the initial point for optimization and the control data to
compare the optimization data against. The control data was produced inside the validated
range by holding the ambient temperature and evaporator heat load constant at 5o C and
550 W respectively, and varying the control volume temperature from 5o to 22o C. The T-s
and P-h diagram for the control data are shown in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: T-s and P-h Diagrams for Different Control Volume Temperatures
The superheat of the cycle can be seen to rise and the subcooling falls in figure 4.2 as the
temperature of the control volume is increased. These are the limits of the continuously run-
ning validated cycle. If the control volume temperature dropped below 5o C, the compressor
would flood, and cavitation would occur severely reducing the life of the compressor. On the
other hand, if the control volume temperature increased above 22.5o C the flow within the
capillary tube would cavitate, or the system would need to be cycled on and off. As expected
the COP and COSP of the system decreases as the superheat of the system increases which
is illustrated in figure 4.3 and 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Levels of Superheat and Subcool as Control Volume Temperature Increases
Figure 4.3: COP and COSP of Control Data as Control Volume Temperature Increases
The moving boundary model is particularly sensitive near the upper and lower limits
of the superheat. A first iteration of the optimization results are shown in figure 4.4. The
optimization can be seen to produce smooth results from 5o to 18o C, but as it approaches
the lower operating limits of the compressor and evaporator fan, the optimized curves be-
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come erratic. This suggests that the minimum has not been reached in these cases due to
non-convexity near the boundaries. Following the trends of the compressor and fan RPM,
which can be seen in figures 4.6 and 4.7, new initial points for the last four control volume
temperatures are produced with the validated VCRC model. This is done by changing the
compressor RPM to 1500, the condenser fan RPM to 820 and the evaporator blower RPM to
1450 in the residual optimization. The same technique was used to extend the continuously
running range of the VCRC and then optimize the COSP of the extended range.
Figure 4.4: Initial Optimization Results
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4.3 Results
The results from the optimization are shown in figures 4.5 to 4.9. From figure 4.5 it can
be seen that the optimization steadily improved the COSP with up to a 65% increase for
the continuously running range of the VCRC. The optimization can also be seen to nearly
double the continuously running range of the VCRC with the control volume temperatures
reaching 35o C before it is unable to find a steady state solution to the system. Notably in
the extended range section, the COSP shows a plateau and decrease which may be due to
an increase in superheat when the evaporator fan reaches its lower operating bound. The
Figure 4.5: Comparison of System Performance before and after Optimization
plots in figure 4.5 demonstrate the difference between optimizing COP vs COSP, with the
COP dipping below the control data at control volume temperatures of 6o and 7o C. Upon
inspection, the improvement of COSP from 9o to 18o C appears to be linear but outside of
that range the improvement has a nonlinear shape.
Figure 4.6 shows the work contributions from the different actuating devices. The com-
pressor work dominates the denominator of the COSP across the entire range while the work
contributions from the heat exchanger fans can be seen to decrease quickly as the control
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Figure 4.6: Plots of Optimized Compressor RPM and Optimized Work Contributions from
Compressor and Fans
volume temperature increases. The plot of the compressor RPM shows that near the bounds
of the control volume temperature the compressor speed plateaus at its operating limits,
while from 9o to 18o C the compressor RPM decreases linearly corresponding to the linear
increase in COSP. From figure 4.7 the fan and blower RPM decrease rapidly. This corre-
sponds to when the compressor RPM has plateaued in figure 4.6, which accounts for the
nonlinear sections of COSP improvement. Contrastingly the fans RPM plateau when the
compressor RPM is decreasing indicating that the optimization varies either the fans RPM
or the compressor RPM, but not both. This may be due to a combination of the residual
constraint (4.12) and nonconvexity of the objective function preventing the compressor RPM
from reducing simultaneously with the fans. In the extended range section of the figure the
condenser fan RPM shows some non-smooth behavior while the evaporator blower smoothly
decreases to its bound of 300 RPM. When the blower RPM reaches its lower bound, the
superheat of the system is observed to increase in figure 4.8
The plots of the optimized cycle’s superheat and subcooling for the control data range in
figure 4.8 show little to no superheat as predicted and between four and six degrees of subcool
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Figure 4.7: RPM of Optimized Heat Exchanger Fans
Figure 4.8: Superheat and Subcool of the Optmized Cycles
which is consistent with the findings of Jensen [6]. The superheat shows little variation from
cycle to cycle while the subcooling shows a small decrease which levels out at about 4.5o
C. In the extended range section, the superheat increases up to 12o C while the subcooling
decreases to its limits of 1o C.
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Figure 4.9: Pressures of the Optmized Cycles
In figure 4.9 the condensing pressure shows increasing and decreasing linear steps which
correspond to the actuation of the fans and compressor respectively, while the evaporating
pressure shows a steady increase with local slopes that also correspond to the actuation of
the fans and compressor. Notably the increase in condensing pressure corresponds to an




This work investigated the real-world efficacy of a moving boundary model of a VCRC and
the possibility of optimizing COSP based on varying compressor RPM and heat exchanger
fan RPM. The study found that the moving boundary model of the VCRC can predict
experimental temperatures within ±5o C, and experimental pressures, mass flowrate, work,
and heat transfer to within ±10%. The study also showed that COSP improvements can be
achieved by optimizing the system’s actuating devices. The optimization of COSP showed
improved performance for control volume temperatures below the maximum operating point
and demonstrated the system will be operating at peak performance when there is little to no
superheat and 4o - 6o of subcooling. The study further shows that VCRCs may be optimized
without prescribed isobars and the findings suggests that control of VCRCs for varying heat
loads may be possible by varying the compressor speed and heat exchanger fan speeds. This
would eliminate the need to throttle the flow leading to better VCRC performance.
Continuations of this work could include experimental validation of the COSP optimiza-
tion by means of DC inverter rotary compressors and variable speed fans, or conversion of
the steady state moving boundary model to a dynamic moving boundary model for transient
system modeling and optimization. Another avenue of system optimization would be to ex-
plore the response of the optimization when the heat exchanger fan work begins to approach
that of the compressor. This would be particularly relevant for large capacity VCRCs.
Ultimately this study showed that VCRCs can be modeled accurately for steady state
conditions and demonstrates the moving boundary model is a powerful tool for evaluating
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and optimizing the performance of VCRCs. The implications of the findings suggest that
significant energy and cost savings can be obtained for commercial and residential applica-
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Displacement Capacitor Nominal Nominal Nominal Testing
(m3) (µF/VAC) Cooling Input COP Condition
Capacity (W) Power (W) (W)
5.25x10−6 35/250 1530 515 2.97 ASHRAE-T
Table A.1: Rechi 39B131B Compressor Specifications
Capillary Tube:
di do Lcap Format ntubes
(mm) (mm) (m)
0.67 1.5875 1.277 Parallel 2
Table A.2: Capillary Tube Dimensions
Condenser Fan:




) (Pa) (W ) (RPM)
0.0873 185 40 2000
Table A.3: HT-900c Condenser Fan Specs.
Evaporator Blower:
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) (Pa) (W ) (RPM)
0.1557 330 80 1700
Table A.4: YDK-52B-4D Evaporator Blower Specs.
Heat Exchangers:
Condenser Evaporator
pf (mm/fin) 1.34 1.34
do (mm) 6.35 9.525
di (mm) 4.83 8
xt (mm) 20.27 21.84
xl (mm) 10.36 12.62
δ (mm) 0.102 0.102
L1 (mm) 404.8 317.5
L2 (mm) 31.08 38.1
L3 (mm) 293.92 215.9
ntubes 42 29
(two slots are empty)
nrows 3 3
Material Copper Copper
Table A.5: Compact Fin-Tube Multipass Condenser and Evaporator Dimensions
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APPENDIX B
MOVING BOUNDARY MODEL PYTHON CODE
B.1 Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle Functions:
import numpy as np
import warnings
import CoolProp . CoolProp as CP
from s c i p y . opt im ize import f s o l v e
def compr_func ( i n l e t _ s t a t e , RPM, P_c , r e f r i g e r a n t=”R410a” ) :
P_e = i n l e t _ s t a t e [ 0 ] # Pa
h_e_o = i n l e t _ s t a t e [ 1 ] # j / kg
# C r i t i c a l Pressure
P_crit = CP. PropsSI ( ” P c r i t ” , r e f r i g e r a n t )
# Volumetr ic e f f i c i e n c y
eta_v = P_c / P_crit ∗ −0.51833185 + 0.83052685
Disp = 5 .25 e−6 # [m^3 per rev ] #volume d i sp l a cemen t
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i f eta_v < 0 :
raise ValueError ( ” Compression ␣ r a t i o ␣ too ␣ high : ” )
h_g = CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P_e , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
i f h_e_o < h_g :
warnings . warn ( ” Flooded ␣Compressor , ␣ vapor ␣ q u a l i t y ␣<␣1” )
rho = CP. PropsSI ( ”D” , ”P” , P_e , ”H” , h_e_o , r e f r i g e r a n t )
m_dot = RPM / 60 ∗ Disp ∗ eta_v ∗ rho
return m_dot
def Gniel inski_Nu (Re , Pr , d=None , e p s i l o n=None ) :
# C o r r e l a t i o n f o r Nu s s e l t number in p i p e s
# Check t h a t non d imens iona l parameters are in v a l i d range
i f Pr < 0 . 5 or Pr > 2000 or Re < 2300 or Re > 5 e6 :
raise ValueError (
” G n i e l i n s k i ␣Not␣ Val id ␣ f o r ␣Re␣ or ␣Pr␣Re : ␣”
+ str (Re)
+ ”␣Pr : ␣”
+ str ( Pr )
)
i f d == None or e p s i l o n == None :
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# Smooth p ipe c o r r e l a t i o n
f_2 = ( 1 . 5 8 ∗ np . l o g (Re) − 3 . 2 8 ) ∗∗ −2
else :
# Compute f r i c t i o n f a c t o r from Colebrook Eqn
f_2 = 1
f_1 = 0






∗ np . l og10 (
2 . 51 / (Re ∗ np . s q r t ( f_1 ) )





# Compute n u s s e l t number
Nu = ( f_2 / 2 ∗ (Re − 1000) ∗ Pr ) / (




def d i t t u s _ b o e l t e r (Re , Pr , HX) :
i f HX == ”COND” :
Nu = 0 .023 ∗ Re ∗∗ 0 . 8 ∗ Pr ∗ 0 . 3
i f HX == ”EVAP” :
Nu = 0 .023 ∗ Re ∗∗ 0 . 8 ∗ Pr ∗ 0 . 4
return Nu
def generate_HTCOEFF(
P, m_dot_i , subsys , T_o, RPM, x_in , r e f r i g e r a n t=”R410a”
) :
i f subsys == ”COND” :
# Guess f o r head p r e s su r e l o s s ac ro s s a i r s i d e o f HX
gues s = 0
# I n i t i a l i z e dp
dP = 1
while np . abs ( gues s − dP) > 0 . 1 :
# Use new dP as nex t gues s
gues s = dP
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# Compute fan work and vo l ume t r i c f l ow r a t e
# based on fan rpm
[ V_dot_o , W_fan ] = HT_900(RPM, dP)
# Shroud e f f i c i e n c y
eta_shroud = 1
V_dot_o = V_dot_o ∗ eta_shroud
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# Outs ide ( a i r s i d e )
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# Geometric C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
# Fin d e n s i t y ( f i n s /m) [ measured 19 f i n s per inch ]
Nf = 19 / 0 .0254
# Outs ide d iameter o f t u b i n g (m) [ measured 1/4” ]
do = 1 / 4 ∗ 0 .0254
# I n s i d e d iameter o f t u b i n g (m) [ w a l l t h i c k n e s s
# measured a t 0 . 0 3 ” ]
d i = do − 2 ∗ 0 .03 ∗ 0 .0254
# Transverse spac ing between t u b e s (m)
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# [ measured 1.048” − do ]
xt = 1 .048 ∗ 0 .0254 − do
# L o n g i t u d i n a l spac ing between t u b e s (m)
# [ ( measured 1.066” − do ) / 2 ]
x l = ( 1 . 0 6 6 ∗ 0 .0254 − do ) / 2
# Fin t h i c k n e s s (m) [ measured 0 . 00 4” ]
d e l t a = 0 .004 ∗ 0 .0254
# O v e r a l l Length (m) [ measured 15 + 15/16 ]
# ( p a r i a l l y b l o c k e d by compressor ! )
L1 = (8 ) ∗ 0 .0254
# O v e r a l l dep th (m) [ measured 1 . 5 ]
L2 = ( 1 . 5 ) ∗ 0 .0254
# O v e r a l l h e i g h t (m) [ measured 1 1 . 5 ” ]
# ( p a r i a l l y b l o c k e d by headers )
L3 = (8 ) ∗ 0 .0254
# Number o f Rows
Nr = 3
# Number o f t u b e s . Two tube s l o t s are empty
Nt = 44 − 2
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# Primary s u r f a c e area ( t u b e s and header p l a t e s )
A_p = np . p i ∗ do ∗ ( L1 − d e l t a ∗ Nf ∗ L1 ) ∗ Nt + 2 ∗ (
L3 ∗ L2 − np . p i ∗ do ∗∗ 2 / 4 ∗ Nt
)
# Secondary s u r f a c e area ( f i n s )
A_f = (
2
∗ ( L2 ∗ L3 − ( np . p i ∗ do ∗∗ 2 / 4) ∗ Nt )
∗ Nf
∗ L1
+ 2 ∗ L3 ∗ d e l t a ∗ Nf ∗ L1
)
# Heat t r a n s f e r area a i r s i d e (m^2)
A_o = A_f + A_p
# Volume occup ied by the hea t exchanger
# ( hea t exchanger t o t a l volume ) (m^3)
V_o = L1 ∗ L2 ∗ L3
# Minimum free −f l ow area
# ( Fundamentals o f Heat Exchanger Design−Shah pg 573)
# 2a ’ ’
a_prime = ( xt − do ) − ( xt − do ) ∗ d e l t a ∗ Nf
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# 2b ’ ’
b_prime = 2 ∗ (
( ( xt / 2) ∗∗ 2 + x l ∗∗ 2) ∗∗ 0 . 5
− do
− ( xt − do ) ∗ d e l t a ∗ Nf
)
# c ’ ’




# Minimum free −f l ow area (m^2)
A_o_o = (
( L3 / xt − 1) ∗ c_prime
+ ( xt − do )
− ( xt − do ) ∗ d e l t a ∗ Nf
) ∗ L1
# Fronta l area (m^2)
A_fr_o = L1 ∗ L3
# Ratio o f f r e e f l ow area to f r o n t a l area
sigma_o = A_o_o / A_fr_o
# s u r f a c e area d e n s i t y
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alpha_o = A_o / V_o
# Hydra l i c d iameter (m)
D_h_o = 4 ∗ sigma_o / alpha_o
# Mean v e l o c i t y a c c ro s s HX (m/ s )
V_o = V_dot_o / A_fr_o
# Maximum v e l o c i t y i n s i d e the HX (m/ s )




k_o = CP. PropsSI (
”L” , ”P” , 101325 , ”T” , T_o, ” a i r ”
) # [W/m−K]
mu_o = CP. PropsSI (
”V” , ”P” , 101325 , ”T” , T_o, ” a i r ”
) # [ Pa−s ]
rho_o = CP. PropsSI (
”D” , ”P” , 101325 , ”T” , T_o, ” a i r ”
) # [ kg /m3]
c_p_o = CP. PropsSI (
”C” , ”P” , 101325 , ”T” , T_o, ” a i r ”
) # [ J/kg−K]
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Pr_o = CP. PropsSI (
” Prandt l ” , ”P” , 101325 , ”T” , T_o, ” a i r ”
) # [ J/kg−K]
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# Derived R e l a t i o n s
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# Mass f l ow r a t e o f a i r ( kg / s )
m_dot_o = V_dot_o ∗ rho_o
# r e f r i g e r a n t mass v e l o c i t y ( kg /(m^2 s ) )
G_o = V_o ∗ rho_o
# Compute Reynold ’ s number
Re_o = G_o ∗ D_h_o / mu_o
# Compute j u s ing equa t i on 7.141 Nr >= 2
# ( Fundamentals o f Heat Exchanger Design−Shah pg 551)
# c o l l a r d iameter (m)
dc = do + 2 ∗ d e l t a
# Hydra l i c Diameter d e s c r i b e d by c o r r e l a t i o n
D_h = 4 ∗ A_o_o ∗ L2 / A_o
# C o l l a r Reynolds number
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Re_dc = rho_o ∗ V_max_o ∗ dc / mu_o
# f i n p i t c h (m/ f i n )
pf = 1 / Nf
# c o n s t an t s from equa t i on
C3 = (
−0.361
− 0 .042 ∗ Nr / np . l o g (Re_dc)
+ 0 .158 ∗ np . l o g (Nr ∗ ( p f / dc ) ∗∗ 0 . 4 1 )
)
C4 = −1.224 − 0 .076 ∗ ( x l / D_h) ∗∗ 1 . 42 / np . l o g (
Re_dc
)
C5 = −0.083 + 0 .058 ∗ Nr / np . l o g (Re_dc)
C6 = −5.735 + 1 .21 ∗ np . l o g (Re_dc / Nr )
# Compute o u t s i d e hea t t r a n s f e r c o e f f i c e i n e t
# us ing coburn j f a c t o r ( more accura t e )
j = (
0 .086
∗ Re_dc ∗∗ C3
∗ Nr ∗∗ C4
∗ ( pf / dc ) ∗∗ C5
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∗ ( p f / D_h) ∗∗ C6
∗ ( pf / xt ) ∗∗ −0.93
)
# exponents from c o r r e l a t i o n
F1 = (
−0.764
+ 0 .739 ∗ ( xt / x l )
+ 0 .177 ∗ ( p f / dc )
− 0 .00758 / Nr
)
F2 = −15.689 + 64 .021 / np . l o g (Re_dc)
F3 = 1 .696 − 15 .695 / np . l o g (Re_dc)
# Compute f r i c t i o n f a c t o r o f HX f o r a i r s i d e
f = (
0 .0267
∗ Re_dc ∗∗ F1
∗ ( xt / x l ) ∗∗ F2
∗ ( p f / dc ) ∗∗ F3
)











# h = JGCp/Pr^2/3
h_o = j ∗ V_o ∗ c_p_o ∗ rho_o / Pr_o ∗∗ (2 / 3)
# rad iu s o f tube i n c l u d i n g c o l l a r t h i c k n e s s
r_e = dc / 2
# S i n g l e f i n e f f i c i e n c y
# ( Fundamentals o f Heat Exchanger Design−Shah pg 606
# eqn 9 .14 )
# Pipe Wall thermal c o n d u c t i v i t y [ copper ] (W/m K)
k_pipe = 385
m = (2 ∗ h_o / k_pipe / d e l t a ) ∗∗ 0 . 5
# geometr i c parameter f o r s c h i d t f i n e f f i c i e n y approx .
xm = xt / 2
# e q u i v e l e n t f i n rad i u s
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∗ ( ( np . s q r t ( ( xt / 2) ∗∗ 2 + x l ∗∗ 2) / 2) / xm − 0 . 3 )
∗∗ 0 . 5
)
# Phi parameter f o r s t a g g e r e d arrangement
phi = (R_eq / r_e − 1) ∗ (1 + 0 .35 ∗ np . l o g (R_eq / r_e ) )
# Determine s i n g l e f i n e f f i c i e n c y
eta_f = np . tanh (m ∗ r_e ∗ phi ) / (m ∗ r_e ∗ phi )
# O v e r a l l Fin e f f i c i e n c y
f i n _ e f f = 1 − (1 − eta_f ) ∗ A_f / A_o
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# I n s i d e ( r e f r i g e r a n t s i d e )
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# Geometric C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
# Heat t r a n s f e r area r e f r i g . s i d e (m^2)
A_i = np . p i ∗ d i ∗ Nt ∗ L1 # [m2]
# Conduction r e s i s t a n c e o f p ipe w a l l (K/W)
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R_tw = np . l o g ( do / d i ) / (2 ∗ np . p i ∗ Nt ∗ L1 ∗ k_pipe )
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# R e f r i g e r a n t Constants ( R410a )
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
k_f = CP. PropsSI (
”L” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t
) # [W/m−K]
k_g = CP. PropsSI (
”L” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t
) # [W/m−K]
mu_f = CP. PropsSI (
”V” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t
) # [ Pa−s ]
mu_g = CP. PropsSI (
”V” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t
) # [ Pa−s ]
c_p_f = CP. PropsSI (
”C” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t
) # [ J/kg−K]
c_p_g = CP. PropsSI (
”C” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t
) # [ J/kg−K]
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# Derived R e l a t i o n s
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# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# HT−c o e f f i c i e n t , gaseous , c o n t r i b u t i o n from r e f r i g e r a n t
# s i d e
Re_g = 4 ∗ m_dot_i / ( np . p i ∗ d i ∗ mu_g)
Pr_g = c_p_g ∗ mu_g / k_g
# Turbu lent
i f Re_g > 3000 :
Nu_g = d i t t u s _ b o e l t e r (Re_g , Pr_g , subsys )
# Trans i t i on
e l i f Re_g < 3000 and Re_g > 2300 :
Nu_g = (
d i t t u s _ b o e l t e r (Re_g , Pr_g , subsys ) ∗ (Re_g − 2300)




Nu_g = 3 .66
h_i_g = Nu_g ∗ k_g / d i
# HT−c o e f f i c i e n t , l i q u i d , c o n t r i b u t i o n from r e f r i g e r a n t
# s i d e
Re_f = 4 ∗ m_dot_i / ( np . p i ∗ d i ∗ mu_f)
Pr_f = c_p_f ∗ mu_f / k_f
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# Turbu lent
i f Re_f > 3000 :
Nu_f = d i t t u s _ b o e l t e r ( Re_f , Pr_f , subsys )
# Trans i t i on
e l i f Re_f < 3000 and Re_f > 2300 :
Nu_f = (
d i t t u s _ b o e l t e r ( Re_f , Pr_f , subsys ) ∗ ( Re_f − 2300)




Nu_f = 3 .66
h_i_f = Nu_f ∗ k_f / d i
# Two phase HT−c o e f f i c i e n t
h_i_TP = condensat i on ( h_i_f , P , r e f r i g e r a n t )
# O v e r a l l HT−c o e f f i c i e n t
UA_g = (
1 / ( h_i_g ∗ A_i) + R_tw + 1 / ( f i n _ e f f ∗ h_o ∗ A_o)
) ∗∗ −1
UA_TP = (
1 / (h_i_TP ∗ A_i) + R_tw + 1 / ( f i n _ e f f ∗ h_o ∗ A_o)
) ∗∗ −1
UA_f = (
1 / ( h_i_f ∗ A_i) + R_tw + 1 / ( f i n _ e f f ∗ h_o ∗ A_o)
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) ∗∗ −1
# Determine HT e f f e c t i v e n e s s
e p s i l o n = 0 . 4
# Apply e f f e c t i v e n e s s
UA_g = e p s i l o n ∗ UA_g
UA_TP = e p s i l o n ∗ UA_TP
UA_f = e p s i l o n ∗ UA_f
# Local o v e r a l l hea t t r a n s f e r c o e f f i c i e n t
U_g = UA_g / A_i
U_TP = UA_TP / A_i
U_f = UA_f / A_i
e l i f subsys == ”EVAP” :
# Guess f o r head p r e s su r e l o s s ac ro s s a i r s i d e o f HX
gues s = 0
# I n i t i a l i z e dp
dP = 1
while np . abs ( gues s − dP) > 0 . 1 :
# Use new dP as nex t gues s
gues s = dP
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# Compute fan work and vo l ume t r i c f l ow r a t e based on
# fan rpm
[ V_dot_o , W_fan ] = blower (RPM, gues s )
# Shroud e f f i c i e n c y
eta_shroud = 1
V_dot_o = V_dot_o ∗ eta_shroud
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# Outs ide ( a i r s i d e )
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# Geometric C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
# Fin d e n s i t y ( f i n s /m) [ measured 20 f i n s per inch ]
Nf = 19 / 0 .0254
# Outs ide d iameter o f t u b i n g (m) [ measured . 3 1 ” ]
do = 3 / 8 ∗ 0 .0254
# I n s i d e d iameter o f t u b i n g (m)
# [ w a l l t h i c k n e s s e s t ima t ed a t 0 . 0 3 ” ]
d i = do − 2 ∗ 0 .03 ∗ 0 .0254
# Transverse spac ing between t u b e s (m)
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# [ measured 0 . 8 6 ” ]
xt = 0 .86 ∗ 0 .0254
# L o n g i t u d i n a l spac ing between t u b e s (m)
# [ ( measured 0 .994”) / 2 ]
x l = ( 0 . 9 9 4 ∗ 0 . 0254 ) / 2
# Fin t h i c k n e s s (m) [ measured 0 . 00 4” ]
d e l t a = 0 .004 ∗ 0 .0254
# O v e r a l l Length (m)
L1 = ( 1 2 . 5 ) ∗ 0 .0254
# O v e r a l l dep th (m) [ measured 1 . 5 ” ]
L2 = ( 1 . 5 ) ∗ 0 .0254
# O v e r a l l h e i g h t (m)
L3 = 8 . 5 ∗ 0 .0254
# Number o f Rows
Nr = 3
# Number o f t u b e s
Nt = 30
# Primary s u r f a c e area ( t u b e s and header p l a t e s )
A_p = np . p i ∗ do ∗ ( L1 − d e l t a ∗ Nf ∗ L1 ) ∗ Nt + 2 ∗ (
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L3 ∗ L2 − np . p i ∗ do ∗∗ 2 / 4 ∗ Nt
)
# Secondary s u r f a c e area ( f i n s )
A_f = (
2
∗ ( L2 ∗ L3 − ( np . p i ∗ do ∗∗ 2 / 4) ∗ Nt )
∗ Nf
∗ L1
+ 2 ∗ L3 ∗ d e l t a ∗ Nf ∗ L1
)
A_o = A_f + A_p # [m2] #Heat t r a n s f e r area a i r s i d e
# Volume occup ied by the hea t exchanger
# ( hea t exchanger t o t a l volume ) (m^3)
V_o = L1 ∗ L2 ∗ L3
# Minimum free −f l ow area
# ( Fundamentals o f Heat Exchanger Design−Shah pg 573)
# 2a ’ ’
a_prime = ( xt − do ) − ( xt − do ) ∗ d e l t a ∗ Nf
# 2b ’ ’
b_prime = 2 ∗ (
( ( xt / 2) ∗∗ 2 + x l ∗∗ 2) ∗∗ 0 . 5
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− do
− ( xt − do ) ∗ d e l t a ∗ Nf
)
# c ’ ’




# Minimum free −f l ow area (m^2)
A_o_o = (
( L3 / xt − 1) ∗ c_prime
+ ( xt − do )
− ( xt − do ) ∗ d e l t a ∗ Nf
) ∗ L1
# Fronta l area (m^2)
A_fr_o = L1 ∗ L3
# Ratio o f f r e e f l ow area to f r o n t a l area
sigma_o = A_o_o / A_fr_o
# s u r f a c e area d e n s i t y
alpha_o = A_o / V_o
# Hydra l i c d iameter (m)
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D_h_o = 4 ∗ sigma_o / alpha_o
# Mean v e l o c i t y a c c ro s s HX (m/ s )
V_o = V_dot_o / A_fr_o
# Maximum v e l o c i t y i n s i d e the HX (m/ s )




k_o = CP. PropsSI (
”L” , ”P” , 101325 , ”T” , T_o, ” a i r ”
) # [W/m−K]
mu_o = CP. PropsSI (
”V” , ”P” , 101325 , ”T” , T_o, ” a i r ”
) # [ Pa−s ]
rho_o = CP. PropsSI (
”D” , ”P” , 101325 , ”T” , T_o, ” a i r ”
) # [ kg /m3]
c_p_o = CP. PropsSI (
”C” , ”P” , 101325 , ”T” , T_o, ” a i r ”
) # [ J/kg−K]
Pr_o = CP. PropsSI (
” Prandt l ” , ”P” , 101325 , ”T” , T_o, ” a i r ”
) # [ J/kg−K]
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# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# Derived R e l a t i o n s
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# Mass f l ow r a t e o f a i r ( kg / s )
m_dot_o = V_dot_o ∗ rho_o
# r e f r i g e r a n t mass v e l o c i t y ( kg / (m^2 s ) )
G_o = V_o ∗ rho_o
# Compute Reynold ’ s number
Re_o = G_o ∗ D_h_o / mu_o
# Compute j u s ing equa t i on 7.141 Nr >= 2
# ( Fundamentals o f Heat Exchanger Design−Shah pg 551)
# c o l l a r d iameter (m)
dc = do + 2 ∗ d e l t a
# Hydra l i c Diameter d e s c r i b e d by c o r r e l a t i o n
D_h = 4 ∗ A_o_o ∗ L2 / A_o
# C o l l a r Reynolds number
Re_dc = rho_o ∗ V_max_o ∗ dc / mu_o
# f i n p i t c h (m / f i n )
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pf = 1 / Nf
# exponene t s from c o r r e l a t i o n
C3 = (
−0.361
− 0 .042 ∗ Nr / np . l o g (Re_dc)
+ 0 .158 ∗ np . l o g (Nr ∗ ( p f / dc ) ∗∗ 0 . 4 1 )
)
C4 = −1.224 − ( 0 . 0 7 6 ∗ ( x l / D_h) ∗∗ 1 . 4 2 ) / np . l o g (
Re_dc
)
C5 = −0.083 + 0 .058 ∗ Nr / np . l o g (Re_dc)
C6 = −5.735 + 1 .21 ∗ np . l o g (Re_dc / Nr )
# Compute o u t s i d e hea t t r a n s f e r c o e f f i c e i n e t u s ing
# co l bu rn j f a c t o r ( more accura t e )
j = (
0 .086
∗ Re_dc ∗∗ C3
∗ Nr ∗∗ C4
∗ ( pf / dc ) ∗∗ C5
∗ ( pf / D_h) ∗∗ C6
∗ ( pf / xt ) ∗∗ −0.93
)
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# exponents from c o r r e l a t i o n
F1 = (
−0.764
+ 0 .739 ∗ ( xt / x l )
+ 0 .177 ∗ ( p f / dc )
− 0 .00758 / Nr
)
F2 = −15.689 + 64 .021 / np . l o g (Re_dc)
F3 = 1 .696 − 15 .695 / np . l o g (Re_dc)
# Compute f r i c t i o n f a c t o r o f HX f o r a i r s i d e
f = (
0 .0267
∗ Re_dc ∗∗ F1
∗ ( xt / x l ) ∗∗ F2
∗ ( p f / dc ) ∗∗ F3
)











# h = JGCp/Pr^2/3
h_o = j ∗ V_o ∗ rho_o ∗ c_p_o / Pr_o ∗∗ (2 / 3)
# rad iu s o f tube i n c l u d i n g c o l l a r t h i c k n e s s
r_e = dc / 2
# S i n g l e f i n e f f i c i e n c y
# ( Fundamentals o f Heat Exchanger Design−Shah pg
# 606 eqn 9 .14 )
# Pipe Wall thermal c o n d u c t i v i t y [ copper ] (W/m K)
k_pipe = 385
m = (2 ∗ h_o / k_pipe / d e l t a ) ∗∗ 0 . 5
# geometr i c parameter f o r schmidt f i n e f f i c i e n y approx .
xm = xt / 2
# e q u i v e l e n t f i n rad i u s





∗ ( ( np . s q r t ( ( xt / 2) ∗∗ 2 + x l ∗∗ 2) / 2) / xm − 0 . 3 )
∗∗ 0 . 5
)
# Phi parameter f o r s t a g g e r e d arrangement
phi = (R_eq / r_e − 1) ∗ (1 + 0 .35 ∗ np . l o g (R_eq / r_e ) )
# Determine s i n g l e f i n e f f i c i e n c y
eta_f = np . tanh (m ∗ r_e ∗ phi ) / (m ∗ r_e ∗ phi )
# O v e r a l l Fin e f f i c i e n c y
f i n _ e f f = 1 − (1 − eta_f ) ∗ A_f / A_o
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# I n s i d e ( r e f r i g e r a n t s i d e )
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# Geometric C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
# Heat t r a n s f e r area r e f r i g . s i d e (m^2)
A_i = np . p i ∗ d i ∗ Nt ∗ L1
# conduc t ion hea t t r a n s f e r through w a l l
# (K / W)
R_tw = np . l o g ( do / d i ) / (2 ∗ np . p i ∗ k_pipe ∗ Nt ∗ L1 )
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# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# R e f r i g e r a n t Constants ( R410a )
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
k_f = CP. PropsSI (
”L” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t
) # (W/m−K)
k_g = CP. PropsSI (
”L” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t
) # (W/m−K)
mu_f = CP. PropsSI (
”V” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t
) # (Pa−s )
mu_g = CP. PropsSI (
”V” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t
) # (Pa−s )
c_p_f = CP. PropsSI (
”C” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t
) # ( J/kg−K )
c_p_g = CP. PropsSI (
”C” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t
) # ( J/kg−K)
h_fg = CP. PropsSI (
”H” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t
) − CP. PropsSI (
”H” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t
) # ( J/ kg )
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# HT−c o e f f i c i e n t , gaseous , c o n t r i b u t i o n from r e f r i g e r a n t
# s i d e (W/m^2 K)
Re_g = 4 ∗ m_dot_i / ( np . p i ∗ d i ∗ mu_g)
Pr_g = c_p_g ∗ mu_g / k_g
# Turbu lent
i f Re_g > 3000 :
Nu_g = d i t t u s _ b o e l t e r (Re_g , Pr_g , subsys )
# Trans i t i on
e l i f Re_g < 3000 and Re_g > 2300 :
Nu_g = (
d i t t u s _ b o e l t e r (Re_g , Pr_g , subsys ) ∗ (Re_g − 2300)




Nu_g = 3 .66
h_i_g = Nu_g ∗ k_g / d i
# HT−c o e f f i c i e n t , l i q u i d , c o n t r i b u t i o n from r e f r i g e r a n t
# s i d e
Re_f = 4 ∗ m_dot_i / ( np . p i ∗ d i ∗ mu_f)
Pr_f = c_p_f ∗ mu_f / k_f
# Turbu lent
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i f Re_f > 3000 :
Nu_f = 0 .21 ∗ Re_f ∗∗ 0 . 62 ∗ Pr_f ∗∗ 0 . 4
# Trans i t i on
e l i f Re_f < 3000 and Re_f > 2300 :
Nu_f = (
0 . 21 ∗ Re_f ∗∗ 0 . 62 ∗ Pr_f ∗∗ 0 . 4 ∗ ( Re_f − 2300)




Nu_f = 3 .66
h_i_f = Nu_f ∗ k_f / d i
# Two phase HT−c o e f f i c i e n t (W/m^2 K)
h_i_TP = b o i l i n g (
h_i_f ,
P ,
m_dot_i ∗ h_fg ∗ (1 − x_in ) ,
r e f r i g e r a n t ,




# O v e r a l l HT−c o e f f i c i e n t
UA_g = (
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1 / ( h_i_g ∗ A_i) + R_tw + 1 / ( f i n _ e f f ∗ h_o ∗ A_o)
) ∗∗ −1
UA_TP = (
1 / (h_i_TP ∗ A_i) + R_tw + 1 / ( f i n _ e f f ∗ h_o ∗ A_o)
) ∗∗ −1
UA_f = (
1 / ( h_i_f ∗ A_i) + R_tw + 1 / ( f i n _ e f f ∗ h_o ∗ A_o)
) ∗∗ −1
# Determine HT e f f e c t i v e n e s s
e p s i l o n = 0 .51
# Apply e f f e c t i v e n e s s
UA_g = e p s i l o n ∗ UA_g
UA_TP = e p s i l o n ∗ UA_TP
UA_f = e p s i l o n ∗ UA_f
# Local o v e r a l l hea t t r a n s f e r c o e f f i c i e n t
U_g = UA_g / A_i
U_TP = UA_TP / A_i
U_f = UA_f / A_i
else :
raise ValueError ( ’ Subsys ␣must␣be␣”COND”␣ or ␣”EVAP” ’ )




s t r a r g ,




r e f r i g e r a n t=”R410a” ,
) :
# Input s t a t e must be a row v e c t o r con t a in in g p r e s su r e
# and en t ha l p y in t h a t order
# inpu t_s t a t e = [P, h ]
# I n i t i a l i z e Vars
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
P_in = input_state [ 0 ]
P = P_in ∗ np . ones ( 4 )
h = np . z e r o s ( 4 )
T = np . z e r o s ( 4 )
s = np . z e r o s ( 4 )






# s e t up us the p r o p e r t i e s
i f s t r a r g == ”h” :
h_in = input_state [ 1 ]
T_in = CP. PropsSI ( ”T” , ”P” , P_in , ”H” , h_in , r e f r i g e r a n t )
T_sat = CP. PropsSI ( ”T” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
h_f = CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
h_g = CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
h_fg = h_g − h_f
# a s s i g n ou tpu t
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T[ 0 ] = T_in
h [ 0 ] = h_in
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
e l i f s t r a r g == ”T” :
T_in = input_state [ 1 ]
h_in = CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P_in , ”T” , T_in , r e f r i g e r a n t )
T_sat = CP. PropsSI ( ”T” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
h_f = CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
h_g = CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
h_fg = h_g − h_f
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# a s s i g n ou tpu t
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T[ 0 ] = T_in
h [ 0 ] = h_in
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
else :
raise ValueError ( ” dont ␣ r e c o g n i z e ␣ input ␣ proper ty ” + s t r a r g )
# ===========================================================#
# C a l c u l a t e Vars
#
[UA_g, UA_TP, UA_f , W_fan ] = generate_HTCOEFF(
P_in , f l owra t e , ”COND” , T_amb, RPM, 1
)
# P r o p e r t i e s
c_p_g = 0 .5 ∗ (
CP. PropsSI ( ”C” , ”P” , P_in , ”H” , h_in , r e f r i g e r a n t )
+ CP. PropsSI ( ”C” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
)




# beg in i n t e g r a t i o n procedure , p i e c e w i s e
#
#
# −−− Superheat −into −Sa tu ra t i on Process −−−
# Check t h a t ambiet t empera ture i s above the s a t u r a t i o n
# and i n l e t t empera ture o t h e r w i s e go s t r a i g h t to sub coo l e d
i f (T_amb − T_in ) < 0 and (T_amb − T_sat ) < 0 :
# Check i f supe rhea t ed
i f h_in > h_g :
dz_1 = (
c_p_g
∗ f l o w r a t e
/ UA_g
∗ −np . l o g ( ( T_sat − T_amb) / (T_in − T_amb) )
)
# Add e x c e p t i o n i f supe rhea t ed phase t a k e s up the
# e n t i r e HX domain
i f dz_1 > 1 :
raise ValueError (
”no␣ excep t i on ␣when␣ superheated ”
+ ”␣ phase ␣ take s ␣up␣ e n t i r e ␣domain”
)
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T[ 1 ] = T_sat
h [ 1 ] = h_g
# Else Two Phase
else :
T [ 1 ] = T_in
h [ 1 ] = h_in
dz_1 = 0
# −−− SatVap−into −SatLiq Process −−−
dz_2 = f l o w r a t e ∗ h_fg / (UA_TP ∗ ( T_sat − T_amb) )
# Begin e x c e p t i o n i f s a t u r a t i o n phase t a k e s up the
# remainder o f t he HX domain
i f ( dz_1 + dz_2 ) > 1 :
dz_2 = 1 − dz_1
# s o l v e system




h_out = h_g − dh_2
#
# a s s i g n ou tpu t
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# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T[ 2 ] = T_sat
h [ 2 ] = h_out
T [ 3 ] = T [ 2 ]
h [ 3 ] = h [ 2 ]
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Otherwise go to s u b c oo l p roc e s s
else :
# a s s i g n ou tpu t
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T[ 2 ] = T_sat
h [ 2 ] = h_f
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# −−− SatLiq −into −Subcoo l Process −−−
dz_3 = 1 − dz_1 − dz_2
T_out = ( T_sat − T_amb) ∗ np . exp (
−UA_f / ( c_p_f ∗ f l o w r a t e ) ∗ dz_3
) + T_amb
h_out = h_f + c_p_f ∗ (T_out − T_sat )
# a s s i g n ou tpu t
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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T[ 3 ] = T_out
h [ 3 ] = h_out
# Pressure drop determined e m p i r i c a l l y a p p l i e d l i n e a r l y
P [ 1 ] = P [ 0 ] − P_drop ∗ dz_1
P [ 2 ] = P [ 1 ] − P_drop ∗ dz_2
P [ 3 ] = P [ 2 ] − P_drop ∗ (1 − dz_2 + dz_1 )
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# a s s i g n ou tpu t
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
a b c i s s a [ 1 ] = a b c i s s a [ 0 ] + dz_1
a b c i s s a [ 2 ] = a b c i s s a [ 1 ] + dz_2
a b c i s s a [ 3 ] = 1
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
s = CP. PropsSI ( ”S” , ”P” , P , ”H” , h , r e f r i g e r a n t )
return [ P , T, h , s , abc i s s a , W_fan ]
def Evap_Proc (
input_state , f l owra t e , T_pod , P_drop , RPM, r e f r i g e r a n t=”R410a”
) :
# Input s t a t e must be a row v e c t o r con t a in in g p r e s su r e
# and en t ha l p y in t h a t order
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# inpu t_s t a t e = [P, h ]
#
# I n i t i a l i z e Vars
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
P_in = input_state [ 0 ]
P = P_in ∗ np . ones ( 4 )
h = np . z e r o s ( 4 )
T = np . z e r o s ( 4 )
s = np . z e r o s ( 4 )





# s e t up us the p r o p e r t i e s
#
h_in = input_state [ 1 ]
T_sat = CP. PropsSI ( ”T” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
h_f = CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
h_g = CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
h_fg = h_g − h_f
# ===========================================================#
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# C a l c u l a t e Vars
# P r o p e r t i e s
c_p_g = CP. PropsSI ( ”C” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
c_p_f = CP. PropsSI ( ”C” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
# ===========================================================#
#
# beg in i n t e g r a t i o n procedure , p i e c e w i s e
#
# =
i f h_in >= h_f : # There i s no sub coo l e d r e g i on
dz_1 = 0
# a s s i g n ou tpu t
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T[ 0 ] = T_sat
h [ 0 ] = h_in
T [ 1 ] = T_sat
h [ 1 ] = h_in
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# vapor q u a l i t y
x_in = ( h_in − h_f ) / h_fg
[UA_g, UA_TP, UA_f , W_fan ] = generate_HTCOEFF(
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P_in , f l owra t e , ”EVAP” , T_pod , RPM, x_in
)
else : # c a l c u l a t e sub coo l e d r e g i on
# −−− Subcooled −into −SatLiq Process −−−
# Vapor Qua l i t y
x_in = 0
[UA_g, UA_TP, UA_f , W_fan ] = generate_HTCOEFF(
P_in , f l owra t e , ”EVAP” , T_pod , RPM, x_in
)
T_in = T_sat + ( h_in − h_f ) / c_p_f
dh_1 = h_f − h_in
dz_1 = ( c_p_f ∗ f l o w r a t e / UA_f) ∗ np . l o g (
(T_pod − T_in ) / (T_pod − T_sat )
)
# a s s i g n ou tpu t
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T[ 0 ] = T_in
h [ 0 ] = h_in
T [ 1 ] = T_sat
h [ 1 ] = h_f
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# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# −−− SatLiq −into −SatVap Process −−−
dh_2 = h_g − h [ 1 ]
dz_2 = f l o w r a t e ∗ dh_2 / (UA_TP ∗ (T_pod − T_sat ) )
# Begin e x c e p t i o n i f s a t u r a t i o n phase t a k e s up the
# remainder o f t he HX domain
i f ( dz_2 ) > (1 − dz_1 ) :
warnings . warn ( ” P a r t i a l ␣ Evaporat ion ” )
dz_2 = 1 − dz_1
# So l v e system f o r dh_2




h_out = h_in + dh_2
#
# a s s i g n ou tpu t
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T[ 2 ] = T_sat
h [ 2 ] = h_out
T [ 3 ] = T_sat
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h [ 3 ] = h_out
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
else : # Otherwise go to supe rhea t p roce s s
# a s s i g n ou tpu t
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T_sat = CP. PropsSI ( ”T” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
T [ 2 ] = T_sat
h [ 2 ] = h_g
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# −−− SatLiq −into −Subcoo l Process −−−
dz_3 = 1 − dz_2 − dz_1
T_out = ( T_sat − T_pod) ∗ np . exp (
−UA_g / (c_p_g ∗ f l o w r a t e ) ∗ dz_3
) + T_pod
h_out = CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”T” , T_out , ”P” , P_in , r e f r i g e r a n t )
# a s s i g n ou tpu t
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T[ 3 ] = T_out
h [ 3 ] = h_out
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# a s s i g n ou tpu t
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# Pressure drop determined e m p i r i c a l l y a p p l i e d l i n e a r l y
P [ 1 ] = P [ 0 ] − P_drop ∗ ( dz_1 )
P [ 2 ] = P [ 1 ] − P_drop ∗ ( dz_2 )
P [ 3 ] = P [ 2 ] − P_drop ∗ (1 − dz_2 + dz_1 )
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
a b c i s s a [ 1 ] = a b c i s s a [ 0 ] + dz_1
a b c i s s a [ 2 ] = a b c i s s a [ 1 ] + dz_2
a b c i s s a [ 3 ] = 1
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
s = CP. PropsSI ( ”S” , ”P” , P , ”H” , h , r e f r i g e r a n t )
return [ P , T, h , s , abc i s s a , W_fan ]
def valve_func (CA_param , P_up , P_down , x ) :
# CA_par : [m2] d imens iona l parameter
# P_up : [ kPa ] upstream pre s s
# P_down : [ kPa ] downstream pre s s
# x : [ ] v a l v e opening f r a c t i o n
# At 0.80 v a l v e opening we have the ra t ed va l u e
# Dens i ty
rho_v = CP. PropsSI ( ”D” , ”P” , P_up , ”Q” , 0 , ”R410a” )
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# Mass f l o w r a t e
m_dot = (
CA_param ∗ ( x / 0 . 8 0 ) ∗ np . s q r t ( rho_v ∗ (P_up − P_down) )
)
return m_dot
def cap i l l a ry_tube_func ( P_in , T_in , h_in , r e f r i g e r a n t=”R410a” ) :
# Mass f l o w r a t e c o r r e l a t i o n from 1998 ASHRAE Hand Book . chp
# 44
# Diameter o f c a p i l l a r y tube c o i l 4”
D = 4 ∗ 0 .0254
# 1/16” in OD copper tub ing , .018” w a l l t h i c k n e s s
d = (1 / 16 − 2 ∗ 0 . 0179 ) ∗ 0 .0254
# l e n g t h o f c a p i l l a r y tube . 4 l o o p s
L = D ∗ np . p i ∗ 4
# d e l t a s u b c oo l
T_sub = CP. PropsSI ( ”T” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t ) − T_in
# I s o b a r i c s p e c i f i c hea t c a p a c i t y o f r −410a r e f r i g e r a n t a t
# i n l e t p r e s su r e
C_pf = CP. PropsSI ( ”C” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
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# Dynamic v i s c o s i t y o f r −410a r e f r i g e r a n t a t i n l e t t empera ture
mu_f = CP. PropsSI ( ”V” , ”T” , T_in , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
# Dynamic v i s c o s i t y o f r −410a vapor a t i n l e t t empera ture
mu_g = CP. PropsSI ( ”V” , ”T” , T_in , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
# Dens i ty o f r −410a r e f r i g e r a n t a t i n l e t p r e s su r e
rho_f = CP. PropsSI ( ”D” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
# Dens i ty o f r −410a vapor a t i n l e t p r e s su r e
rho_g = CP. PropsSI ( ”D” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
# S p e c i f i c volume o f r −410a r e f r i g e r a n t a t i n l e t t empera ture
v_f = 1 / rho_f
# S p e c i f i c volume o f r −410a vapor a t i n l e t t empera ture
v_g = 1 / rho_g
# Satura t ed l i q u i d s u r f a c e t e n s i o n o f r −410a vapor a t
# i n l e t p r e s su r e
sigma = CP. PropsSI ( ” I ” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
# Entha lpy o f r e f r i g e r a n t a t i n l e t p r e s su r e
h_f = CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
# Entha lpy o f v a p o r i z a t i o n a t i n l e t p r e s su r e
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h_fg = CP. PropsSI (
”H” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t
) − CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P_in , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
# A g e n e r a l i z e d cont inuous e m p i r i c a l c o r r e l a t i o n f o r
# p r e d i c t i n g r e f r i g e r a n t
# mass f l o w r a t e s through a d i a b a t i c c a p i l l a r y t u b e s
pi_1 = L / d
pi_2 = d ∗∗ 2 ∗ h_fg / v_f ∗∗ 2 / mu_f ∗∗ 2
pi_4 = P_in ∗ d ∗∗ 2 / v_f / mu_f ∗∗ 2
pi_5 = T_sub ∗ C_pf ∗ d ∗∗ 2 / v_f ∗∗ 2 / mu_f ∗∗ 2
pi_6 = v_g / v_f
pi_7 = (mu_f − mu_g) / mu_g
# I f Two Phase : meter f l ow
i f T_sub <= 1 :
warnings . warn ( ” Cav i t a t i on ␣ in ␣ expans ion ␣ va lve ” )
m_dot = 1e−5




∗ pi_1 ∗∗ −0.484
∗ pi_2 ∗∗ −0.824
∗ pi_4 ∗∗ 1 .369
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∗ pi_5 ∗∗ 0 .0187
∗ pi_6 ∗∗ 0 .773
∗ pi_7 ∗∗ 0 .265
)
# Two t u b e s
m_dot = 2 ∗ pi_8 ∗ d ∗ mu_f
return m_dot
def HT_900(RPM, dP ) :
# Fan performance based on honeywe l l HT_900c fan
W = 40 ∗ (RPM / 2000) ∗∗ 3 # W
# Head Pressure i n t e r c e p t on fan curve (Pa)
intercept_P = 185 ∗ (RPM / 2000) ∗∗ 2
# Volume f l ow r a t e i n t e r c e p t on fan curve (m^3/ s )
intercept_V_dot = RPM ∗ 185 / 2000 ∗ 0 .00047194745
i f dP > intercept_P :
V_dot = 0
W = 40 ∗ (RPM / 2000) ∗∗ 3
# Create fan curve f o r g i v en RPM
V_dot = intercept_V_dot ∗ (1 − (dP / intercept_P ) ∗∗ 2)
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return [ V_dot , W]
def blower (RPM, dP ) :
# Fan performance based on YDK−52B−4D motor
W = 80 ∗ (RPM / 1700) ∗∗ 3 # W
# Head Pressure i n t e r c e p t on fan curve (Pa)
intercept_P = 330 ∗ (RPM / 1700) ∗∗ 2
# Volume f l ow r a t e i n t e r c e p t on fan curve (m^3/ s )
intercept_V_dot = RPM ∗ 330 / 1700 ∗ 0 .00047194745
i f dP > intercept_P :
V_dot = 0
W = 80 ∗ (RPM / 1700) ∗∗ 3
# Create fan curve f o r g i v en RPM
V_dot = intercept_V_dot ∗ (1 − (dP / intercept_P ) ∗∗ 2)
return [ V_dot , W]
def fan (RPM, dP ) :
# Fan performance based on ebmpabst RER 190−39/14/2TDLOU fan
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W = 57 .1 ∗ (RPM / 2900) ∗∗ 3 # W
# Head Pressure i n t e r c e p t on fan curve (Pa)
intercept_P = 360 .818 ∗ (RPM / 2900) ∗∗ 2
# Volume f l ow r a t e i n t e r c e p t on fan curve (m^3/ s )
intercept_V_dot = RPM ∗ 376 .7 / 2900 ∗ 0 .00047194745
i f dP > intercept_P :
raise ValueError ( ”Fan␣ S t a l l e d ␣dP : ␣” + str (dP ) )
# Create fan curve f o r g i v en RPM
V_dot = intercept_V_dot ∗ (1 − (dP / intercept_P ) ∗∗ 2)
return [ V_dot , W]
def epsilonNTU (C_i , C_o, UA) :
# Epsi lon −NTU method f o r hea t t r a n s f e r e f f e c t i v e n e s s dur ing
# l i q u i d and gas r e f r i g e r a n t
# phases o f hea t t r a n s f e r . For compact f i n tube HX wi th 3 rows
# args :
# C_i : I n s i d e ( r e f r i g e r a n t s i d e ) hea t c a p a c i t y r a t e
# m_dot_i ∗ C_p_i ( j /s−k )
# C_o: Outs ide ( a i r s i d e ) hea t c a p a c i t y r a t e
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# m_dot_o ∗ C_p_o ( j /s−k )
# UA: O v e r a l l Heat t r a n s f e r c o e f . (W / K)
# Outputs :
# Eps i l on : Heat Trans fer E f f e c t i v e n e s s ( u n i t l e s s )
# Assign C_min and C_max
i f C_i > C_o:
C_min = C_o
C_max = C_i
# Compute number o f t r a n s f e r u n i t s
NTU = UA / C_min
# Compute C∗
# R e f r i g e r a n t i s Two−Phase
i f np . i s i n f (C_max) :
# Compute C∗
C_star = 0
e p s i l o n = 1 − np . exp(−NTU)
# I f o u t s i d e s i d e C_min and r e f r i g e r a n t not TP
else :
# Compute C∗
C_star = C_min / C_max
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# Use proper ep s i l on −NTU formula f o r 3 row f i n tube HX
K = 1 − np . exp(−NTU / 3)





− np . exp(−3 ∗ K ∗ C_star )
∗ (
1
+ C_star ∗ K ∗∗ 2 ∗ (3 − K)







# Compute number o f t r a n s f e r u n i t s
NTU = UA / C_min
# Outs ide f l u i d i s Two−Phase




e p s i l o n = 1 − np . exp(−NTU)
# I f r e f r i g s i d e C_min and not TP
else :
# Compute C∗
C_star = C_min / C_max
# Use proper ep s i l on −NTU formula f o r 3 row f i n tube HX
K = 1 − np . exp(−NTU ∗ C_star / 3)
e p s i l o n = 1 − np . exp(−3 ∗ K / C_star ) ∗ (
1
+ K ∗∗ 2 ∗ (3 − K) / C_star
+ 3 ∗ K ∗∗ 4 / (2 ∗ C_star ∗∗ 2)
)
return e p s i l o n
def b o i l i n g ( h_l , P , Q, r e f r i g e r a n t , G, d_o , x_in =0):
# Shah c o r r e l a t i o n f o r hea t t r a n s f e r dur ing b o i l i n g on
# bund l e s o f h o r i z o n t a l p l a i n and enhanced t u b e s .
F_pb = 1
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# C r i t i c a l Pressure
P_crit = CP. PropsSI ( ”PCRIT” , r e f r i g e r a n t )
# Molecu lar we i gh t
M = CP. PropsSI ( ”M” , r e f r i g e r a n t )
# Dens i ty o f s a t u r a t e d l i q u i d ( kg /m^3)
rho_l = CP. PropsSI ( ”D” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
i_fg = CP. PropsSI (
”H” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t
) − CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
# g r a v i t y (m/ s ^2)
g = 9 .81
# Refrence Pressure
P_r = P / P_crit
# B o i l i n g number
Bo = Q / G / i_fg
# Froude Number
Fr = G ∗∗ 2 / ( rho_l ∗∗ 2 ∗ g ∗ d_o)
# B o i l i n g i n t e n s i t y parameter
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Y = Bo ∗ Fr ∗∗ 0 . 3
i f x_in == 0 :
z = np . nan
else :
z = ( (1 − x_in ) / x_in ) ∗∗ 0 . 8 ∗ P_r ∗∗ 0 . 4
h_cooper = (
55 . 1
∗ Q ∗∗ 0 . 67
∗ P_r ∗∗ 0 . 12
∗ (−np . l o g (P_r ) ) ∗∗ −0.55
∗ M ∗∗ −0.55
)
i f Y > 0 . 0 0 0 8 :
h_b = F_pb ∗ h_cooper
else :
phi = 2 . 3 / ( z ∗∗ 0 . 08 ∗ Fr ∗∗ 0 . 2 2 )
phi_o = np .max(
[ 1 , 443 ∗ F_pb ∗ Bo ∗∗ 0 . 6 5 , 31 ∗ F_pb ∗ Bo ∗∗ 0 . 3 3 ]
)
h_b = np . nanmax ( [ F_pb ∗ h_cooper , h_l ∗ phi , h_l ∗ phi_o ] )
return h_b
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def condensat i on ( h_l , P , r e f r i g e r a n t ) :
# Shah mean hea t t r a n s f e r c o r r e l a t i o n f o r f i l m condensa t ion
# i n s i d e p i p e s .
# Only v a l i d f o r f u l l phase change ! ! Changing from 1−0 vapor
# q u a l i t y
# i n p u t s
# h_l : l i q u i d hea t t r a n s f e r c o e f g i v en by Di t tus −B oe l t e r
# equa t i on (w/m^2 K)
# r e f r i g e r a n t : S t r i n g o f r e f r i g e r a n t t h a t i s condens ing
# P: condensa t ion p r e s su r e (Pa)
# C r i t i c a l Pressure
P_crit = CP. PropsSI ( ”PCRIT” , r e f r i g e r a n t )
# Refrence Pressure
P_r = P / P_crit
# Condensation Heat t r a n s f e r c o e f
h_c = h_l ∗ ( 0 . 5 5 + 2 .09 / P_r ∗∗ 0 . 3 8 )
return h_c
B.2 Residual Optimization Functions:
import numpy as np
import CoolProp . CoolProp as CP
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from c y c l e _ f u n c t i o n s import ∗
from s c i p y . opt im ize import (
minimize ,
Bounds ,
Non l inea rCons t ra in t ,
L inea rCons t ra in t ,
)
import warnings
import pandas as pd
import t raceback
def make_cycle ( Vars , Inputs , Param , r e f r i g e r a n t=”R410a” ) :
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# ==−−−−−− Vars −−−−−−−==#
P_c = Vars [ 0 ] # Pa
P_e = Vars [ 1 ] # Pa
T_SH = Vars [ 2 ] # de l t a −T K
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# ==−−−−−− Inpu t s −−−−−−==#
T_amb = Inputs [ 0 ] # K
T_pod = Inputs [ 1 ] # K
Q_load = Inputs [ 2 ] # W
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
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# ==−−−−−− Param −−−−−−−==#
RPM = Param [ 0 ]
RPM_cond = Param [ 1 ]
RPM_evap = Param [ 2 ]
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# ==−− I n i t . Outputs −−==#
P = np . z e r o s ( 9 ) # Pa
T = np . z e r o s ( 9 ) # K
h = np . z e r o s ( 9 ) # j / kg
s = np . z e r o s ( 9 ) # j / kg /k
a b s c i s s a = np . z e r o s ( 9 )
# var ” a b s c i s s a ” i s t he nondimensiona l
# Heat exchanger p o s i t i o n
# f o r each o f t h e s e s t a t i o n s
# domain = [ 0 , 1 ]U[ 1 , 2 ]
# [ 0 , 1 ] <−− in condensor
# [ 1 , 2 ] <−− in evapora to r
# ===========================================================#
# C a l c u l a t e
# ===========================================================#
i f T_SH < 0 :
T_SH = 1e−4
# pre s su r e drop acc ro s s evapora to r (Pa)
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delta_P_e = 0
# pre s su r e drop acc ro s s condenser (Pa)
delta_P_c = 0
P [ 0 ] = (
P_e − delta_P_e
) # Pressure drop acc ro s s evap determined e m p i r i c a l l y
# I n i t s t a t e
P_crit = CP. PropsSI ( ” P c r i t ” , r e f r i g e r a n t )
T_sat_e = CP. PropsSI ( ”T” , ”P” , P [ 0 ] , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t ) # K
h_g = CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P [ 0 ] , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t ) # J/ kg
T[ 0 ] = T_sat_e + T_SH
h [ 0 ] = CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P [ 0 ] , ”T” , T [ 0 ] , r e f r i g e r a n t )
a b s c i s s a [ 0 ] = 0
s [ 0 ] = CP. PropsSI ( ”S” , ”P” , P [ 0 ] , ”H” , h [ 0 ] , r e f r i g e r a n t )
STATE = [P [ 0 ] , h [ 0 ] ]
# c a l c u l a t e compressor
m_dot_s = compr_func (STATE, RPM, P_c)
P [ 1 ] = P_c
# I s e n t r o p i c Rat io
e ta_i s = 5 .15
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i f 1 / e ta_i s < 0 or 1 / e ta_i s > 1 :
warnings . warn (
” I n f e a s i b l e ␣ i s e n t r o p i c ␣ E f f i c i e n c y : ␣” + str ( e ta_i s )
)
h [ 1 ] = (
h [ 0 ]
+ (
CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P_c , ”S” , s [ 0 ] , r e f r i g e r a n t )
− h [ 0 ]
)
/ e ta_i s
)
s [ 1 ] = CP. PropsSI ( ”S” , ”P” , P [ 1 ] , ”H” , h [ 1 ] , r e f r i g e r a n t )
STATE = [P [ 1 ] , h [ 1 ] ]
# c a l c u l a t e condenser
[
P [ 1 : 5 ] ,
T [ 1 : 5 ] ,
h [ 1 : 5 ] ,
s [ 1 : 5 ] ,
a b s c i s s a [ 1 : 5 ] ,
W_fan_c ,








r e f r i g e r a n t ,
)
# c a l c u l a t e expans ion
m_dot_v = cap i l l a ry_tube_func (P [ 4 ] , T [ 4 ] , h [ 4 ] , r e f r i g e r a n t )
P [ 5 ] = P_e
# I s e n t h a l p i c expans ion
h [ 5 ] = h [ 4 ]
STATE = [P [ 5 ] , h [ 5 ] ]
# c a l c u l a t e evap
[
P [ 5 : 9 ] ,
T [ 5 : 9 ] ,
h [ 5 : 9 ] ,
s [ 5 : 9 ] ,
a b s c i s s a [ 5 : 9 ] ,
W_fan_e ,
] = Evap_Proc (
STATE, m_dot_v , T_pod , delta_P_e , RPM_evap , r e f r i g e r a n t
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)
a b s c i s s a [ 5 : 9 ] = a b s c i s s a [ 5 : 9 ] + a b s c i s s a [ 4 ]
# Energy and Mass D e f i c i t s
Q_L = m_dot_v ∗ (h [ 8 ] − h [ 5 ] )
Q_H = m_dot_s ∗ (h [ 1 ] − h [ 4 ] )
W = m_dot_s ∗ (h [ 1 ] − h [ 0 ] )
m_def = (m_dot_s − m_dot_v) / m_dot_s # Mass D e f i c i t
h_def = (h [ 0 ] − h [ 8 ] ) / h [ 0 ] # h d e f i c i t
Q_def = ( Q_load − Q_L) / Q_load # Pod energy d e f i c i t
D e f i c i t = np . ar ray ( [ m_def , h_def , Q_def ] )
# Other Outputs
m_dot = [ m_dot_s , m_dot_v ]
# Combined e f f i c i e n c y ( Regres s ion determined e m p i r i c a l l y )
eta_comb = P_e / P_crit ∗ −0.17038982 + 0.06849746
# Compute compressor work based on i s e n t r o p i c , a d i a b a t i c
# compressor
W_comp = m_dot_s ∗ (h [ 1 ] − h [ 0 ] ) / eta_comb
# Compute C o e f f i c i e n t o f system performance















D e f i c i t ,
]
def adjust_cyc le_fmin ( Vars , Inputs , Param , r e f r i g e r a n t=”R410a” ) :
a s s e r t np . s i z e ( Vars ) == 3
T_amb = Inputs [ 0 ]




# Make O b j e c t i v e Funct ion
def o b j e c t i v e ( Vars ) :
[_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, Obj ] = make_cycle (
Vars , Inputs , Param
)




# Make Nonl inear Cons t ra in t f o r T_SH
def nonlcon ( Vars ) :
c = (
T_pod
− CP. PropsSI ( ”T” , ”P” , Vars [ 1 ] , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
) − Vars [ 2 ]
return c
nonLinear = Non l in ea rCons t r a in t ( nonlcon , 0 , np . i n f )
l i n e a r = L inea rCons t r a in t (
A=np . i d e n t i t y ( 3 ) ,
lb =[
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CP. PropsSI ( ”P” , ”T” , T_amb, ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t ) ,
300 e3 ,
1e −4,
] , # Lower Bounds
ub=[
CP. PropsSI ( ”PCRIT” , r e f r i g e r a n t ) ,
CP. PropsSI ( ”P” , ”T” , T_pod , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t ) ,
30 ,
] , # Upper Bounds
k e e p _ f e a s i b l e=True ,
)
#
# So l v e the problem .
try :
r e s = minimize (
o b j e c t i v e ,
Vars ,
c o n s t r a i n t s =[ nonLinear , l i n e a r ] ,
method=” t ru s t −c on s t r ” ,
op t i on s={” maxiter ” : 500} ,
)
except ValueError as e :
print ( e )
print ( t raceback . format_exc ( ) )
print ( ” i n i t i a l ␣ Point : ␣” + str ( Vars ) )
r e s = {” s u c c e s s ” : False , ”x” : Vars}
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# −−−
i f r e s [ ” s u c c e s s ” ] :
Vars = r e s [ ”x” ]
[_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, D e f i c i t ] = make_cycle (
Vars , Inputs , Param
)
else :
Vars = r e s [ ”x” ]
[_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, D e f i c i t ] = make_cycle (
Vars , Inputs , Param
)
return [ Vars , D e f i c i t ]
def so lve_cyc le_shotgun ( Inputs , Param , r e f r i g e r a n t=”R410a” ) :
T_amb = Inputs [ 0 ] # K
T_pod = Inputs [ 1 ] # K
SPREAD = 4
# evapora to r bounds
l b = [
CP. PropsSI ( ”P” , ”T” , T_amb, ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t ) ,
300 e3 ,
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] # lower bound f o r evap and cond Pres sure s
ub = [
CP. PropsSI ( ”PCRIT” , r e f r i g e r a n t ) ,
CP. PropsSI ( ”P” , ”T” , T_pod , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t ) ,
] # upper bound f o r evap and compress ion r a t i o bound f o r cond
# I n i t i a l gue s s f o r supe rhea t
T_SH = 0 .5
# I n t i a l i z e Vars
Vars = np . empty ( ( 0 , 3 ) )
# Create l i s t o f I n i t i a l p o i n t s in f e a s i b l e r e g i on
P_e = lb [ 1 ] + ( ub [ 1 ] − lb [ 1 ] ) ∗ np . l i n s p a c e ( 0 . 3 , 0 . 7 , SPREAD)
for P in P_e :
i f P > lb [ 0 ] :
P_c = P + ( ub [ 0 ] − P) ∗ np . l i n s p a c e ( 0 . 3 , 0 . 7 , SPREAD)
else :
P_c = lb [ 0 ] + ( ub [ 0 ] − lb [ 0 ] ) ∗ np . l i n s p a c e (
0 . 3 , 0 . 7 , SPREAD
)
Vars = np . conca tenate (
[
Vars ,






# I n i t i a l i z e Vars and D e f i c i t s
normDef i c i t = np . z e r o s ( len ( Vars ) )
D e f i c i t = np . z e r o s ( ( len ( Vars ) , 3 ) )
# Try d i f f e r e n t i n i t i a l p o i n t s
for ind , Var in enumerate ( Vars ) :
# Step Vars Forward
[ Vars [ ind ] , D e f i c i t [ ind ] ] = adjust_cyc le_fmin (
Var , Inputs , Param
)
normDef i c i t [ ind ] = np . l i n a l g . norm ( D e f i c i t [ ind ] )
print ( Vars )
print ( D e f i c i t )
# f i n d s o l u t i o n wi th l o w e s t e r ro r
Vars = Vars [ no rmDef i c i t == np . nanmin ( normDef i c i t ) ] [ 0 ]
# Check i f e r ro r i s l ower than 3%
converged = 1
i f normDef i c i t [ no rmDef i c i t == np . nanmin ( normDef i c i t ) ] > 0 . 0 5 :
converged = 0
warnings . warn (
”Warning : ␣ | D e f i c i t | ␣=␣”

















D e f i c i t ,
] = make_cycle ( Vars , Inputs , Param)











D e f i c i t ,
converged ,
]
B.3 COSP Optimization Functions:
import numpy as np
import CoolProp . CoolProp as CP
from c y c l e _ f u n c t i o n s import ∗
from s c i p y . opt im ize import (
minimize ,
Bounds ,
Non l inea rCons t ra in t ,
L inea rCons t ra in t ,
)
import warnings
import pandas as pd
import t raceback
def make_cycle ( Vars , Inputs , Param , r e f r i g e r a n t=”R410a” ) :
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# ==−−−−−− Vars −−−−−−−==#
P_c = Vars [ 0 ] # Pa
P_e = Vars [ 1 ] # Pa
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T_SH = Vars [ 2 ] # de l t a −T K
RPM = Vars [ 3 ]
RPM_cond = Vars [ 4 ]
RPM_evap = Vars [ 5 ]
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# ==−−−−−− Inpu t s −−−−−−==#
T_amb = Inputs [ 0 ] # K
T_pod = Inputs [ 1 ] # K
Q_load = Inputs [ 2 ] # W
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# ==−−−−−− Param −−−−−−−==#
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
# ==−− I n i t . Outputs −−==#
P = np . z e r o s ( 9 ) # Pa
T = np . z e r o s ( 9 ) # K
h = np . z e r o s ( 9 ) # j / kg
s = np . z e r o s ( 9 ) # j / kg /k
a b s c i s s a = np . z e r o s ( 9 )
# var ” a b s c i s s a ” i s t he nondimensiona l
# Heat exchanger p o s i t i o n
# f o r each o f t h e s e s t a t i o n s
# domain = [ 0 , 1 ]U[ 1 , 2 ]
# [ 0 , 1 ] <−− in condensor
# [ 1 , 2 ] <−− in evapora to r
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# ===========================================================#
# C a l c u l a t e
# ===========================================================#
i f T_SH < 0 :
T_SH = 1e−8
# pre s su r e drop acc ro s s evapora to r (Pa)
delta_P_e = 0
# pre s su r e drop acc ro s s condenser (Pa)
delta_P_c = 0
P [ 0 ] = (
P_e − delta_P_e
) # Pressure drop acc ro s s evap determined e m p i r i c a l l y
# I n i t s t a t e
P_crit = CP. PropsSI ( ” P c r i t ” , r e f r i g e r a n t )
T_sat_e = CP. PropsSI ( ”T” , ”P” , P [ 0 ] , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t ) # K
h_g = CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P [ 0 ] , ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t ) # J/ kg
T[ 0 ] = T_sat_e + T_SH
h [ 0 ] = CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P [ 0 ] , ”T” , T [ 0 ] , r e f r i g e r a n t )
a b s c i s s a [ 0 ] = 0
s [ 0 ] = CP. PropsSI ( ”S” , ”P” , P [ 0 ] , ”H” , h [ 0 ] , r e f r i g e r a n t )
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STATE = [P [ 0 ] , h [ 0 ] ]
# c a l c u l a t e compressor
m_dot_s = compr_func (STATE, RPM, P_c)
P [ 1 ] = P_c
# I s e n t r o p i c Rat io
e ta_i s = 5 .15
i f 1 / e ta_i s < 0 or 1 / e ta_i s > 1 :
warnings . warn (
” I n f e a s i b l e ␣ i s e n t r o p i c ␣ E f f i c i e n c y : ␣” + str ( e ta_i s )
)
h [ 1 ] = (
h [ 0 ]
+ (
CP. PropsSI ( ”H” , ”P” , P_c , ”S” , s [ 0 ] , r e f r i g e r a n t )
− h [ 0 ]
)
/ e ta_i s
)
s [ 1 ] = CP. PropsSI ( ”S” , ”P” , P [ 1 ] , ”H” , h [ 1 ] , r e f r i g e r a n t )
STATE = [P [ 1 ] , h [ 1 ] ]
# c a l c u l a t e condenser
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[
P [ 1 : 5 ] ,
T [ 1 : 5 ] ,
h [ 1 : 5 ] ,
s [ 1 : 5 ] ,
a b s c i s s a [ 1 : 5 ] ,
W_fan_c ,







r e f r i g e r a n t ,
)
# c a l c u l a t e expans ion
m_dot_v = cap i l l a ry_tube_func (P [ 4 ] , T [ 4 ] , h [ 4 ] , r e f r i g e r a n t )
P [ 5 ] = P_e
# I s e n t h a l p i c expans ion
h [ 5 ] = h [ 4 ]
STATE = [P [ 5 ] , h [ 5 ] ]
# c a l c u l a t e evap
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[
P [ 5 : 9 ] ,
T [ 5 : 9 ] ,
h [ 5 : 9 ] ,
s [ 5 : 9 ] ,
a b s c i s s a [ 5 : 9 ] ,
W_fan_e ,
] = Evap_Proc (
STATE, m_dot_v , T_pod , delta_P_e , RPM_evap , r e f r i g e r a n t
)
a b s c i s s a [ 5 : 9 ] = a b s c i s s a [ 5 : 9 ] + a b s c i s s a [ 4 ]
# Energy and Mass D e f i c i t s
Q_L = m_dot_v ∗ (h [ 8 ] − h [ 5 ] )
Q_H = m_dot_s ∗ (h [ 1 ] − h [ 4 ] )
W = m_dot_s ∗ (h [ 1 ] − h [ 0 ] )
m_def = (m_dot_s − m_dot_v) / m_dot_s # Mass D e f i c i t
h_def = (h [ 0 ] − h [ 8 ] ) / h [ 0 ] # h d e f i c i t
Q_def = ( Q_load − Q_L) / Q_load # Pod energy d e f i c i t
D e f i c i t = np . ar ray ( [ m_def , h_def , Q_def ] )
# Other Outputs
m_dot = [ m_dot_s , m_dot_v ]
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# Combined e f f i c i e n c y ( Regres s ion determined e m p i r i c a l l y )
eta_comb = P_e / P_crit ∗ −0.17038982 + 0.06849746
# Compute compressor work based on i s e n t r o p i c , a d i a b a t i c
# compressor
W_comp = m_dot_s ∗ (h [ 1 ] − h [ 0 ] ) / eta_comb
# Compute C o e f f i c i e n t o f system performance














D e f i c i t ,
]
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def adjust_cyc le_fmin ( Vars , Inputs , Param , r e f r i g e r a n t=”R410a” ) :
a s s e r t np . s i z e ( Vars ) == 6
T_amb = Inputs [ 0 ]
T_pod = Inputs [ 1 ]
#
#
# Make O b j e c t i v e Funct ion
def o b j e c t i v e ( Vars ) :
[_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, COSP, _] = make_cycle (






# Make Nonl inear Cons t ra in t f o r T_SH
def nonlcon1 ( Vars ) :
c = (
T_pod
− CP. PropsSI ( ”T” , ”P” , Vars [ 1 ] , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t )
) − Vars [ 2 ]
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return c
def nonlcon2 ( Vars ) :
[_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, D e f i c i t ] = make_cycle (
Vars , Inputs , Param
)
return np . abs ( D e f i c i t [ 1 ] )
def nonlcon3 ( Vars ) :
[_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, D e f i c i t ] = make_cycle (
Vars , Inputs , Param
)
return np . l i n a l g . norm ( [ D e f i c i t [ 0 ] , D e f i c i t [ 2 ] ] )
nonLinear1 = Non l in ea rCons t ra in t ( nonlcon1 , 0 , np . i n f )
nonLinear2 = Non l in ea rCons t ra in t ( nonlcon2 , 0 , 0 . 0 1 )
nonLinear3 = Non l in ea rCons t ra in t ( nonlcon3 , 0 , 0 . 0 1 )
a = np . i d e n t i t y ( 6 ) [ 0 : 3 , : ]
l i n e a r 1 = L inea rCons t r a in t (
A=a ,
lb =[
CP. PropsSI ( ”P” , ”T” , T_amb, ”Q” , 1 , r e f r i g e r a n t ) ,
300 e3 ,
0 ,
] , # Lower Bounds
ub=[
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CP. PropsSI ( ”PCRIT” , r e f r i g e r a n t ) ,
CP. PropsSI ( ”P” , ”T” , T_pod , ”Q” , 0 , r e f r i g e r a n t ) ,
30 ,
] , # Upper Bounds
k e e p _ f e a s i b l e=True ,
)
a = np . i d e n t i t y ( 6 ) [ 3 : 6 , : ]
l i n e a r 2 = L inea rCons t r a in t (
A=a ,
lb =[1500 , 520 , 3 0 0 ] , # Lower Bounds
ub =[2000 , 2000 , 1700 ] , # Upper Bounds
k e e p _ f e a s i b l e=False ,
)
# So l v e the problem .
try :
r e s = minimize (
o b j e c t i v e ,
Vars ,




l i n e a r 1 ,
l i n e a r 2 ,
] ,
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method=” t ru s t −c on s t r ” ,
op t i on s={” maxiter ” : 1000 , ” x t o l ” : 1e −6} ,
)
except ValueError as e :
print ( t raceback . format_exc ( ) )
print ( ” i n i t i a l ␣ Point : ␣” + str ( Vars ) )
r e s = {” s u c c e s s ” : False , ”x” : Vars}
print ( r e s )
# −−−
i f r e s [ ” s u c c e s s ” ] :
Vars = r e s [ ”x” ]
[_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, COSP, _] = make_cycle (
Vars , Inputs , Param
)
else :
print ( ” f a i l e d ” )
Vars = r e s [ ”x” ]
[_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, COSP, _] = make_cycle (
Vars , Inputs , Param
)
return [ Vars , COSP]
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